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The thesis explores how Grant Tinker's philosophy of 

quality programming grew into a working ideology which would 

serve as the basis for its rise from last place to first 

place in ratings and profits from 1978 to 1986. 

Data sources include both Grant Tinker's and Brandon 

Tartikoff's autobiographies, television industry 

periodicals, prime time television encyclopedias, and 

various scholarly journals. 

Chapter one serves as an introduction and defines 

"quality" programming. Chapter two details the programming 

history of NBC under Fred Silverman. Chapter three focuses 

on Grant Tinker's career and achievements as NBC Chairman. 

Chapter four discusses the economic issues concerning NBC 

from 1978 to 1986. Chapter five chronicles Brandon 

Tartikoff's accomplishments as Programming Chief at NBC. 

Chapter six concludes the thesis with a look at the 

network's current status. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

Television has always been a medium of numbers, from 

timeslots and program lengths, to ratings and shares, to 

revenues and profits. These numbers tend to fluctuate given 

the public's taste and viewing habits, and all these numbers 

are interrelcited, working with one another to develop a 

clearer understanding of how many people are watching 

specific programs. The importance of being the most-watched 

network is the driving force behind the programming of the 

major broadccisting entities. Not only can this status 

instill confidence and boost morale within the company, it 

also serves cis a symbol of its financial stability to 

investors. 

While a network may boast it is the "most-watched,11 and 

have the ratings data to prove it, there is also an 

understanding that appealing to a certain group of viewers, 

while not appealing to the majority, may be more attractive 

to advertisers wishing to specifically target those groups. 

This thinking concerns demographics, and to aim to those 

demographics, programmers must first determine what these 

people want to see, and then how to present it to them. 

Since its inception in the late 1940s, broadcast 

television hcis been dominated by three network entities: 
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ABC, CBS, and NBC. While the last fifty years has seen each 

one of these grab the top spot as the "most-watched,11 one 

network in pairticular has seen its fortunes slide in a 

perpetual freefall, only to be reborn as not only a ratings 

and demographic powerhouse, but also as a residence to some 

of the most critically acclaimed and influential television 

programs in the history of broadcasting. That network is 

the National Broadcasting Company, and its rise from 

perennial third place to a first place juggernaut smashed 

all previous broadcast revenue numbers. 

This thesis paper explores the prime time history of 

NBC from 1978 to 1986. The network is examined in terms of 

its programming history, its economic situation, and the men 

who presided over the entity, all within the time frame 

listed above. The thesis focuses on the strategies and 

philosophies of the three men crucial to the direction the 

network took during the above time frame: Fred Silverman, 

President of the network from 1978 to 1981, Grant Tinker, 

Chairman from 1981 to 1986, and Brandon Tartikoff, 

Programming Chief from 1980 to 1991. 

The central research question addresses how Grant 

Tinker's philosophy of quality programming grew into a 

working ideology that would affect the network in three 

ways. These three are detailed as follows: first, by 

declaring the network as the home of quality entertainment, 

the audience would recognize NBC was standing for excellence 



in programming, and NBC employees would develop a new sense 

of pride and spirit about their company. Second, to produce 

quality shows meant to attract the most talented and 

creative television producers, writers, and actors working 

in the medium. Lastly, the quality programming would be 

targeted to a different breed of television viewer, mainly 

18 to 49 year-olds, urban, educated, and appreciative of 

intelligent and thought-provoking entertainment. 

Since this thesis constantly refers to "quality" or 

"class" programming, it is essential a working definition be 

developed to identify exactly what Grant Tinker wanted for 

NBC. He wanted this type of programming to be intelligent, 

articulate, witty, thought-provoking, clever, and tasteful. 

The jokes on sit-corns would not resort to bathroom humor and 

tasteless innuendo; rather, the comedy would derive itself 

from within the characters' relationships with each other 

and the outside world. The Sam and Diane relationship on 

Cheers would be the cornerstone of numerous situations 

involving themselves and the other regulars at the bar. 

The characters on both sit-coms and dramas would have 

real depth to them, showing the audience that complex 

characters would live complex lives. St. Elsewhere examined 

not only the professional lives of doctors, but what was 

happening in their personal lives that affected them at the 

hospital. 

The writing for the quality programs was handled by the 



best talent civailable, mixing clever and intelligent dialog 

with interesting and often ironic situations to produce 

teleplays that were above par. Many programs used irony in 

its premises: Steve and Elyse Keaton on Family Ties were 

liberal ex-hippies while their children were definitely more 

conservative yuppies-in-waiting. Sam Malone was a 

recovering alcoholic, yet he owned and managed a sports bar, 

Cheers. An episode of St. Elsewhere featured one resident 

losing his wife in a car accident, only to have her heart 

transplanted into a patient at his hospital. The episode 

ended with the doctor putting his head to the patient's 

chest to hear his wife's beating heart. 

Grant Tinker's notion of quality was a program that 

stood above the norm, mixing creative writing, superb 

acting, and competent directing to develop a link with the 

audience at the intellectual and emotional level. This 

thesis describes in detail how Tinker's philosophy 

benefitted the network in its rise to the top. 

Chapter two details the network's prime time history 

beginning in 1978, the year Fred Silverman became president. 

Among the topics discussed are Silverman's history as 

programmer at CBS; his tenure as chief of programming at 

ABC,* and his much-heralded arrival at NBC. His failure to 

bring the network out of third place and his eventual 

departure in 1981 closes the chapter. 

Chapter three traces Grant Tinker's history in 



television from his early days at NBC, through his career in 

advertising, and his development of MTM Enterprises with his 

wife Mary Tyler Moore. His "quality" philosophy is 

described through examples of MTM-produced situation 

comedies, dramas, and television movies. His arrival at NBC 

and his immediate steps to restore morale and signal 

talented television professionals to work for the network is 

examined, with several shows and their creators singled out 

as illustrations of his desired "class" programming. The 

chapter ends with the arrival of General Electric as parent 

company, and Tinker's resignation from the network. 

Chapter four concerns the economic history of NBC 

through the years 1978-1986. The chapter discusses the 

decline in network revenues, the rising costs of production, 

and ultimately the escalating profits enjoyed by NBC as 

ratings increased. The 1980 Olympics boycott and its effect 

on the network is also examined, as is the network's open 

relationship with advertisers. The chapter closes with an 

examination of the sale of NBC's corporate parent, RCA, with 

the potential buyers and their interests detailed. 

Chapter five explores the background of Brandon 

Tartikoff and his initial programming interests and 

strategies while starting out at local affiliates. His rise 

to the network is chronicled, as is his relationship with 

both Fred Silverman and Grant Tinker. His numerous 

successes, as well as some failures, and his ultimate impact 



on the medium is discussed. 

This thesis paper is intended to provide a 

comprehensive account of NBC's prime time programming 

strategies for the period 1978-1986. As one studies the 

history of a major network and its turbulent ride from the 

bottom to the top, a greater understanding of the industry 

and the people who control it is accorded. This thesis 

contributes to the ongoing examination of the broadcasting 

television industry by scrutinizing the philosophies and 

actions of those who sought to not only rebuild a network's 

revenues and reputation, but to set a higher standard within 

the medium itself. 



CHAPTER TWO 

RUFFLING THE PROUD BIRD'S TAIL 

In the early days of television, in what has become 

known as the "golden age," the National Broadcasting Company 

sat comfortably atop the broadcasting world. Prime time 

programs such as The Texaco Star Theater. Your Show of 

Shows. Dragnet. and Bonanza kept audiences entertained, 

advertisers interested, and company executives content, at 

least for the moment. The network was making handsome 

profits, and its only real competition for television 

viewers in those early years was the Columbia Broadcasting 

System. 

The American Broadcasting Company began to offer 

serious competition in the 1950s. ABC was, in fact, an 

offshoot of the peacock network. In 1943, NBC, which 

actually comprised two networks, was forced by the FCC to 

divest itself of one them. They kept the more popular "red" 

network, and the "blue" network eventually became ABC. Also 

in the 1950s, the DuMont network offered programming 

choices, but NBC and CBS thoroughly dominated the medium. 

Although NBC was making comfortable profits, it always 

stood behind the prime time ratings leader CBS, which began 

to clearly dominate the schedule as TV moved into the 1960s, 

at one time owning nine of the top ten rated shows on 
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television. Still, NBC was a comfortable second place, with 

the young ABC firmly lodged in third. All three networks, 

in developing their entertainment programming, chose to all 

but completely ignore the important social and political 

issues of the day, instead providing pure escapist fare. 

Those shows that did try to provide social commentary, such 

as The Smothers Brothers Comedy Hour, were often embroiled 

in battles with network censors. If one were to get a sense 

of 1960s American life from the prime time entertainment 

programs offered by the big three networks, they would 

hardly be aware of the civil rights struggle, race riots, 

hippie and free love movements, and the ongoing conflict in 

Southeast Asia and its resulting protests. Discussion of 

current events was left to the news divisions, as they 

reported the constant turmoil of 1960s society, on nightly 

newscasts and documentaries. 

On the rare occasion when the networks would present a 

program with characters or topics rooted in real-life, the 

result would often be blatantly comical (Rowan & Martin's 

Laugh-In) or a flagrant attempt to incorporate the counter-

culture image into a routine crime drama (The Mod Squad). 

Laugh-In took advantage of the youth movement by presenting 

sketches, one-liners, and catchphrases at a lightning-fast 

pace, literally throwing comedy material at the viewer and 

challenging them to keep up. The humor was often 

irreverent, a clear salute to young people who were 
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dissatisfied with the "squares" and their typical comedies. 

In a similar vein, The Mod Squad presented three hippie cops 

who would go undercover and pose as members of the counter-

culture to catch criminals. Whereas Laugh-In clearly 

satirized the media, government, and military in accordance 

with late-1960s events, The Mod Souad seemed more like an 

attempt to grab a certain audience. Brooks and Marsh 

described the program as, "... probably the ultimate example 

of the establishment co-opting the youth movement of the 

late-1960s" (525). Whatever the intention, both programs 

were extremely popular, with Laugh-In becoming the number 

one program during 1968-69 with a rating of 31.8, and The 

Mod Squad finishing as high as number eleven in 1971 with a 

22.7 rating (Brooks and Marsh 969-70). 

Things began to change by the 1970s. With all the 

turmoil of the 1960's still fresh in their minds, viewers 

were demanding a change in the subject matter of network 

programming, and not just more condescension from 

programmers. As a result, the networks started scheduling 

more socially relevant programs, with CBS as the standard 

bearer. Also, with network standards and practices becoming 

looser, the subject matter on prime time began delving into 

more "adult" themes. The main force behind this shift in 

programming was CBS's Programming Chief Fred Silverman. He 

had the enviable ability to identify exactly what the 

television audience wanted, and then deliver it to them. At 
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CBS in the early 1970s, he knew the public had grown tired 

of programs about genies (I Dream of Jeannie) and witches 

(Bewitched) and surreal families (The Addams Family. The 

Munsters), and effectively programmed shows concerning 

independent women (The Mary Tyler Moore Show), anti-war 

commentary (M*A*S*H), and bigotry and political satire (All 

in the Family. Maude). 

In 1971 he recognized the shifting tide in the popular 

tastes of the American public, and immediately seized upon 

them by cancelling nearly all of CBS's long-running, corn-

pone programs, such as Hee Haw. Green Acres, and The Beverly 

Hillbillies. Though there was a need for more relevant 

shows, these programs did not necessarily suffer from 

declining ratings; they were still drawing large audiences 

every week. For example.Hee Haw averaged a 21.4 share and 

ranked sixteenth for the 1970-71 season (Brooks and Marsh 

970). But these audiences were comprised mainly of people 

falling into the less desirable older demographic. 

Advertisers relished the younger, 18-35 year old audience 

that were more apt to spend money. New programs were 

needed, shows that appealed to the younger demographic and 

their request for more socially relevant programming. 

Of the new shows he supported, perhaps the most 

important was All in the Family. This program tackled such 

controversial and taboo subjects as abortion, homosexuality, 

birth control, and menopause, and it was the first situation 
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comedy to openly discuss politics, bigotry, and prejudice. 

It became an enormous hit: the only show to occupy the 

number one spot in the Nielsen's for five consecutive years 

(Brooks and Marsh 970-71). Its popularity not withstanding, 

the over all effect of All in the Family on television 

cannot be underestimated. The subject matter discussed and 

explored on the show forever changed the way programmers and 

producers viewed the medium, and challenged the audience to 

expect and even demand more socially relevant and sometimes 

controversial topics on future programs. Alex McNeil 

states, "Because of its impact on American audiences and on 

the style of television comedy, All in the Family is perhaps 

the single most influential program in the history of 

broadcasting" (25). 

Television producers stood up and took notice of what 

Fred Silverman was scheduling on CBS. His up-to-date 

programming philosophy attracted producers eager to tackle 

contemporary and debatable themes in various formats, and in 

the case of M*A*S*H. take the medium into previously 

uncharted territory by successfully blending comedy and 

drama into a show that was both entertaining and thought-

provoking at the same time. Other programs, such as Maude. 

One Day at a Time, and The Mary Tyler Moore Show, followed 

suit, presenting a more socially aware attitude in their 

characters and plots, and attracting a large, youthful 

audience, allowing CBS to solidify its hold at number one. 
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The executives at the other networks were not blind to 

what was going on. Silverman's successes began attracting 

offers to head the other networks' programming departments, 

hoping a little of his magic would accompany him. One 

interested network, the American Broadcasting Company, had 

struggled since its inception in the mid-1950s to compete 

with CBS and NBC. Although it enjoyed a few hit shows 

through the years, such as Disneyland. The Rifleman. My 

Three Sons, and Marcus Welby. M.D.. ABC grew increasingly 

tired of languishing in third place, and was anxious to find 

someone to take it to the top, and looked toward Fred 

Silverman. In addition to the position of programming 

chief, ABC added something else to their offer: president 

of the network. By 1975, with CBS solidly on top, and 

longing for a new challenge, Silverman left the network to 

become President of ABC. 

Fred Silverman's first approach to changing ABC's 

fortune was to analyze the popular shows the network already 

had. By strengthening the network's foundation of hit 

programs, he hoped to launch ABC into a new era of success. 

One show in particular, Happy Days, had been mildly popular, 

capitalizing on the mid-1970s nostalgia craze, where the 

1950s were now being looked upon as "the good old days." 

Silverman watched the program carefully, noticing that 

perhaps the most intriguing character, Arthur Fonzarelli, 

was simply a minor player, a tough guy in contrast to the 
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mildness of the two major characters, Richie Cunningham and 

Warren "Potsie" Weber. Silverman recognized that the "Fonz" 

should play a bigger part in the show, and suggested the 

show's producers bring him out of the background and make 

him a major character. Brooks and Marsh pointed out the 

significance of this change in their television 

encyclopedia: 

That was the move that made the show a hit. 
Instead of the fairly hackneyed Richie-Potsie 
relationship, the show came to center on the 
relationship between the "cool" dropout Fonz, and 
the "straight" kids represented by Richie. (323) 

The effect was almost instantaneous: during the 1975-76 

season, Silverman's first, Happy Days averaged a 23.9 

rating, finishing the season number eleven overall. The 

next season the program was number one with an average of 

31.5, and in the process became the benchmark for ABC's 

prime time lineup. During the 1974-75 season, ABC placed 

only three shows in the top twenty-five; after Silverman's 

first year, it had eleven (Brooks and Marsh 971-72). One 

year later, the network was number one, remaining there for 

the rest of the decade. 

It seemed Fred Silverman was impervious to failure. 

His instinctive ability to sense the public's viewing taste 

was serving him brilliantly, and when he defected to ABC in 

1975, he perceived the average American television viewer 

had grown slightly tired of the glut of social relevance on 

TV, and programmed accordingly. Introduced or restructured 
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on that network were shows celebrating nostalgia (Happy 

Days. Laverne & Shirley), old-fashioned romance (The Love 

Boat), and lots of sexy, attractive men and women (Charlie's 

Angels. Three's Company). 

One of Silverman's key strategies was to take a hit 

show, introduce characters that could be spun-off, and then 

develop new shows around these characters. The resulting 

programs were more apt to catch on with the viewing public 

because of their familiarity with the main characters. Many 

of CBS's early 1970s sitcoms provided spin-off programs that 

dominated the network's prime-time schedule. All in the 

Family begat The Jeffersons and Maude. which in turn begat 

Good Times, while The Mary Tyler Moore Show begat Rhoda. 

Phyllis, and Lou Grant. Likewise at ABC, Laverne and 

Shirley and Mork and Mindy were pulled from Happy Days. The 

Ropers from Three's Company. and The Bionic Woman from The 

Six Million Dollar Man. 

NBC watched as the Fred Silverman magic spread from one 

network to another, taking each one straight to the top. By 

the end of the 1977-78 season, it was languishing a 

consistent third behind ABC and CBS, and had no bright 

program prospects on the horizon. As reported in the May 

22, 1978 issue of Broadcasting, of the 116 markets in which 

all three networks had affiliates, ABC averaged a 38.2 share 

per prime time half-hour, CBS averaged a 32.6, and NBC a 

29.1 ("The network competition" 37). Deciding to do what it 
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takes to be number one, NBC set its sights on luring 

Silverman away from ABC. 

Fred Silverman now felt very secure in his programming 

strategies; after all, he had been enormously successful at 

two networks. NBC's offer of President was hard to resist, 

and he was confident that he could spread a little of the 

Silverman magic to the oldest broadcast network. Once he 

joined NBC, he quickly ascertained that the public was 

beginning to tire of the mindless, "jiggly" shows he had 

programmed so successfully at ABC. He felt viewers were 

ready for quality programming, and his initial plan for NBC 

was to provide quality counter-programming against the 

popular brainless shows flourishing on the other networks. 

At his first appearance before the NBC affiliates in June 

1978, Silverman expressed his desire to create quality shows 

worthy of a more sophisticated audience. As reported in 

Broadcasting. "He emphasized the importance of good taste in 

programming, of drawing a line between the offensive and the 

acceptable" ("Silverman commits" 22). His boss, RCA 

president Edgcir Griffiths, echoed Silverman's ambition 

towards quality, stating "He is sincere about wanting 

quality programming," and that this sincerity "represents 

his true personality" ("Griffiths backs" 26). 

Initially, Silverman's arrival looked promising, as NBC 

moved past CBS to take second place in the May 1978 sweeps. 

At the time, the feeling was that with Silverman's 
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appointment as network president, NBC could build on this 

late season surge and vastly improve its situation for the 

fall. This sentiment was echoed as Broadcasting stated, 

"Presumably the sweep results will have a positive effect 

within NBC..." ("Welcoming gift," 27). Unfortunately, this 

did not prove to be the case. Despite the great 

expectations that came with his arrival, Silverman's ability 

to decipher the American public's taste and desires began to 

miss its mark. His hands-on methods and appetite for taking 

complete control of programming strategies began to do him 

in. And to compound his growing failure to deliver victory, 

Silverman eventually fell victim to the one obstacle he had 

completely failed to take into account: his own success. 

He was now in direct competition against every 

groundbreaking and mega-hit program he introduced while at 

CBS and ABC, and his notion that inane programs were on 

their way out proved to be false. 

A good example of Silverman's failed belief is the 

program Lifeline, a documentary series following the 

accomplishments of real-life surgeons. Silverman had 

cancelled a Charlie's Angels-1ike jiggle show called Coast 

to Coast in fcivor of the high-quality program, feeling 

viewers were done with beautiful people in exotic situations 

accompanied by mind-numbing dialog. Debuting in the fall of 

1978, the show was cancelled three and a half months later 

due to low ratings. John Dempsey points out, "The web tried 
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it in various slots before cancelling it, including three 

different time periods during the crucial sweep week of Nov. 

13-19, where it managed only a 20 share average and gave NBC 

a dismal 16.8 rating for the week..." (53). At this same 

time, the top shows on network TV were Three's Company. 

Laverne & Shirley. Happy Days, and Mork & Mindy. all 

remnants of Silverman's tenure at ABC. 

Silverman also dealt with several events over which he 

had little or no control. As Richard Corliss observed, "He 

had to cope with an actors' strike, a writers' strike and 

the loss of the Moscow Olympics..." ("Fred finally" 61). On 

top of these unforeseen and unexpected events, Silverman 

found it extremely difficult to schedule anything on his new 

network without it being routinely beaten in the Nielsen's 

by programs he developed at CBS and ABC. Show after show 

was introduced with fanfare by NBC, only to fail. Typical 

of the forgettable programs to make the network lineup was 

Pink Ladv and Jeff, a variety show hosted by two Japanese 

women collectively known as Pink Lady, and comedian Jeff 

Altman. Among the difficulties the show encountered was the 

inability of the two women to speak English. The show was 

canceled after six weeks. Another disaster was called Lewis 

& Clark, which Brandon Tartikoff mentions as "a sitcom that 

sent viewers on a channel-changing expedition" (171). 

Other attempts at high-class and sophisticated 

entertainment failed miserably. In January 1981, NBC 
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broadcast Alice at the Palace, a musical based on Alice in 

Wonderland and starring Meryl Streep. This was followed by 

Live from Studio 8H. featuring opera star Placido Domingo. 

In his autobiography, Brandon Tartikoff remarked, "The three 

hours of prime time programming received a 3 in the ratings, 

making it not just another bad night for NBC, but the 

lowest-rated night in the history of network television" 

(176) . 

Unused to such constant failure, Silverman reverted 

back to his old philosophy of "giggle and jiggle," but the 

results were the same. The most infamous example was a 

program Silverman was convinced would bring NBC out of the 

doldrums of its perennial third place position and pave the 

way for the reemergence of broadcasting's oldest network. 

The title of this saving grace was Supertrain. Due to its 

many elaborate sets, including interiors and miniatures, the 

show was one of the most expensive television programs ever 

produced. The premise of Supertrain was not unlike The Love 

Boat. a consistent hit for ABC that Silverman had introduced 

during his tenure. Recurring characters were those who 

operated a super-fast passenger train, and each week several 

movie and television stars would make guest appearances as 

passengers, usually seeking romance or mystery. 

A lot was riding on this show, and Silverman knew it. 

His consistent failures at NBC had landed him in hot water 

with the network's executives, and there was little time 
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left to bail himself out. The show premiered on February 7, 

1979, to a rather large audience, thanks to extensive 

advanced publicity, and to rather scathing reviews by the 

critics. Despite the big ratings of the pilot episode, the 

public seemed very unimpressed, and before long, almost no 

one cared to tune in. After a four-week run, the show was 

taken off the air for retooling, including the elimination 

of several of the recurring characters, and an almost 

entirely new production team. The show returned to the 

schedule after a month but with no significant ratings 

improvement. Six months after its initial broadcast, the 

show was taken off the air permanently. 

The failure of Supertrain was the beginning of the end 

for Silverman as a programming master, and as a major 

network executive. By the summer of 1981, with profits 

continuing to fall, and having never really established any 

successful hit shows for the network, he resigned as 

President of NBC. For all his failures, however, it is 

ironic that among the final projects Fred Silverman 

developed before his resignation was one regarded as a major 

turning point for the network in their struggle to vacate 

third place. In Spring 1981, NBC debuted a new show that 

would soon become a landmark in television history. Though 

it initially received very poor ratings, the critical 

acclaim was almost universal. Hill Street Blues was not 

just another cop show; it featured real characters involved 
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in real situations, with several storylines, often 

intertwining, being introduced in each episode. Silverman 

may not have enjoyed much success during his NBC tenure, but 

even after his departure, his intuitive sense of successful 

programming certainly remained, and, as it turned out, laid 

the foundation for the network's eventual return to number 

one. 

The disappointment of Silverman's failure left a bitter 

taste in the mouth of the executives at NBC. They had 

sacrificed so much to obtain the services of the "young 

genius," spending millions of dollars with very little to 

show for it. The network continued to languish in third 

place, and its money woes continued. Corliss states, "In 

1980, ...NBC's profits were a pitiful $75 million -- half 

the earnings of 1977, the year before Silverman arrived" 

("Fred finally" 61). What the network needed was someone to 

not only develop a cure for their financial situation, but 

lift them out of their perennial third place position, and 

increase morale throughout the company, all in a preferably 

short amount of time. The man they chose for the job was, 

ironically, one of the many people partly responsible for 

Fred Silverman's success in the early 1970s: Grant Tinker. 

In 1969 Mary Tyler Moore decided to return to the 

medium with her own situation comedy, and along with husband 

Grant Tinker formed MTM Enterprises, a production company 

that would be responsible for producing not only her new 
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show, but developing many other projects as well. Among the 

notable MTM success during the 1970s and early 1980s were 

The Bob Newhart Show. Rhoda• Lou Grant. Hill Street Blues, 

and of course, The Mary Tyler Moore Show. The common thread 

connecting these programs was the intelligent, high quality 

of writing, along with an emphasis on the development of 

characters' relationships, as opposed to the numbers of dim-

witted programs littering the airwaves during that time. 

A great example of the MTM style could be found on The 

Mary Tyler Moore Show, where the character of Mary Richards 

became a real breakthrough for television, showcasing a 

single, independent woman who would rather develop a career 

than get married and raise a family. Like Mary, the other 

characters on the program had a depth and realism to them 

that was rarely seen on television. Lou Grant exerted a 

rough demeanor, but as Brooks and Marsh observed, 

"Underneath that harsh exterior beat the heart of a 

pussycat" (494). He eventually encountered marriage 

problems, and later divorced his wife. Ted Baxter was a 

blundering nincompoop, so self-assured in his talents he was 

blind to his own idiocy. He was a loveable goofball, and 

later met his sweetheart, and the only one who could put up 

with his ego, Georgette. And Mary's best friend, Rhoda 

Morgenstern, was always there to cheer her buddy up with a 

wisecrack or two. Unlike Mary, Rhoda longed for Mr. Right, 

and eventually left the show to find him, which she did 
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during the first season of her own show, Rhoda. 

Grant Tinker and Fred Silverman each had his own mode 

of operation, and each was successful with his choices. By 

the time Silverman came to NBC, his mode of operation began 

to disintegrate and backfire. Tinker, who called Silverman 

a "walking contradiction,11 described his predecessor in his 

autobiography: 

He wanted a zillion lieutenants and foot soldiers 
around him twenty-four hours a day, yet he was a 
complete hands-on executive who never thought a 
job would get done unless he did it himself. He 
was a one-man band who always had a whole lot of 
other musicians simply sitting around holding 
their instruments (so to speak). (184) 

It was hard for Silverman to stray from his chosen path 

after his methods had been so successful at CBS and ABC. 

But whether he was stuck in his ways, stubborn, or just ego-

driven, he truly believed he, and he alone, would save the 

network. 

In contrast, Grant Tinker knew the value of surrounding 

himself with the best talent, whose expertise he would 

listen to and consider, and he would not be afraid to let 

them control the areas in which they performed best. A 

clear-cut example is his relationship with Brandon 

Tartikoff, whom Tinker had first come to admire while he was 

still with MTM. He respected Tartikoff's insight and 

experience, and felt confident the Programming Chief would 

get the network back on track without poking and prodding 

from his boss. Tinker recalled, "We both knew what his job 
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was, and I'm sure he quickly realized I wasn't going to try-

to do it for him" (186). Tinker, more than Silverman, 

realized the value of his staff, and recognized their 

talents. 

When Tinker took over for Silverman, he continued MTM's 

philosophy of excellence and creativity, and his strategy 

was to develop a new reputation for NBC: that of high 

quality and respectable entertainment. This was an 

ingenious move, and a great example of the touch Tinker had 

with his employees. Not only was he charting a new course 

for the network, but he was also giving a much needed boost 

to the low morale most NBC employees had. To help him carry-

out his plans for making NBC the "network of class," Tinker 

chose a man who had once served as a protege for Fred 

Silverman at ABC, but had since become the youngest network 

television executive in history. Brandon Tartikoff, along 

with Grant Tinker, and a little luck, would soon accomplish 

one of the greatest turn-arounds in television history. 

Harry Waters reports in 1981, NBC was a distant third, in 

both ratings (16.6) and profits ($48 million), behind the 

powerhouse prime-time schedules of ABC and CBS; by 1985, 

they would be a solid number one, remaining atop the heap 

through the end of the decade ("Can Tinker save" 97). 



CHAPTER THREE 

TINKERING WITH CLASS 

Grant Tinker's history with the National Broadcasting 

Company did not begin in 1981, but was the culmination of a 

television career spanning over thirty years. He first came 

to NBC shortly after his graduation from Dartmouth College 

in 1949, just as television was first getting off the ground 

(St. Goar 174). However, his first real job for the network 

was working in night operations for the network's radio 

division, and about a year later became operations manager, 

even though he was unsure he was the right choice for the 

job. Tinker remembers, "I had scant knowledge of how the 

business worked and less experience than the people I was 

now supervising" (28). After a stint with Radio Free 

Europe, he returned to NBC to produce College Quiz Bowl, one 

of the many quiz shows developed in the 1950s. Though the 

show proved very popular, he left the network again in 1954 

and joined the advertising agency of McCann-Erikson, under 

the title of Director of Program Development. He became 

very successful in his new post, inventing the "Five O'clock 

Report," an internal memo containing the latest information 

concerning the sponsor front at each network. Of this time 

in his life, Tinker felt confident and assured in his 

profession. He states in his autobiography, "Television was 

24 
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becoming big business in the fifties, and for a would-be 

programmer, the big advertising agencies were where the 

action was" (37). 

Tinker first met Mary Tyler Moore shortly after she had 

been signed to play housewife Laura Petrie on The Dick Van 

Dyke Show. Tinker remembers this introduction during the 

filming of the pilot episode: 

Even on our first meeting, part of the immediate 
attraction I felt for Mary was her natural quality 
that made the role come alive, to say nothing of 
the comedic skills I'm sure Carl (Reiner) and 
Sheldon (Leonard) never counted on. The other 
part was that she simply knocked my socks off.(49) 

Separated from his wife, Ruth, Tinker and Mary began seeing 

each other, soon developing a romantic relationship. After 

returning to NBC to work in programming, he moved to Burbank 

to be closer to his new love. They were married on June 1, 

1962, beginning an eighteen-year union and, as time would 

reveal, one that remains among the most significant in 

television history. 

Under the guidance of Tinker, program development at 

NBC saw the emergence of many hit programs, among them 

Bonanza. I Spy. Dr. Kildare. and The Man from U.N.C.L.E. In 

1966, he was promoted to the position of Vice President in 

charge of Programs, and moved back to New York with Mary, 

who was working of a new version of Breakfast at Tiffany's 

for Broadway. The production turned out to be a failure, 

and Grant soon tired of the television bureaucracy he dealt 
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with at the network. He longed to get back into production, 

and by the end of the year he resigned his post at NBC, and 

he and Mary moved back to California. 

After producing a number of shows and made-for-TV 

movies, the offer came from CBS for a new sit-com starring 

Mary. About this new program, Tinker remarks, "Mary was 

interested in simply doing the show, but I saw it as an 

entrepreneurial opportunity not to be missed" (87). 

Together they formed their own company, MTM Enterprises, 

which would soon become one of the most successful 

independent production houses in television. Mary's show 

would be their first program for the new venture, and it was 

decided it would be different than any program that came 

before. The difference came not in format but in character 

development and background. Mary Richards was initially a 

newly divorced woman looking for a new start in the male-

dominated field of television. She would be a divorced, 

independent woman,- completely self-reliable in her 

attitudes and actions. Brooks and Marsh point out, "She was 

warm, loving, and vulnerable, and although it was never 

bluntly thrown at the audience, could spend the night with a 

man she was not madly in love with" (494). 

CBS's initial reaction was negative, mainly on the 

subject of a divorced woman as the main character. The 

network seemed to believe America didn't want to see divorce 

on television, regardless of what was going on outside of 
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the small screen. And besides, "people will think she's 

divorced from Dick Van Dyke" (Tinker 90). But Tinker, along 

with creators James Brooks and Allan Burns, insisted the 

public was ready for a tasteful handling of this very real 

subject. CBS held firm, and in the end it was decided that 

Mary had just ended a long-term relationship and moved to 

Minneapolis to start over. The network accepted this 

change, and the program premiered on September 19, 1970, 

lasting seven years and 168 episodes. 

The show also became the benchmark for the MTM style: 

clever, witty, intelligent comedy that never takes the 

audience's intellect for granted, and often challenges 

viewers to laugh at subjects once thought taboo for 

television. Certainly the MTM comedies didn't break new 

ground in the manner of Norman Lear's programs, such as All 

in the Family and Maude. but they did offer humorous twists 

on traditionally adult subject matter. A great example is 

the episode known as "Chuckles Bites the Dust," broadcast 

during Mary Tyler Moore's sixth season. A television clown 

named Chuckles, whose children's program is broadcast on 

Mary's own WJM, is trampled to death by an elephant while 

wearing a peanut costume during a circus parade. Everyone 

at the station can't help but make jokes and one-liners 

about the incident, all of which outrages Mary. She can't 

believe her co-workers and friends are trivializing such a 

tragedy, and dutifully scolds them for their behavior. 
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However, during the eulogy at the funeral, Mary finally 

realizes how absurd the situation was and begins 

uncontrollably laughing. While the other mourners are 

shocked, the minister tells her Chuckles would have wanted 

her to laugh, because that was his life-long dream: making 

people laugh. When he encourages her to laugh out loud, she 

suddenly bursts into tears and cannot stop crying. In 

Michael Winship's Television. Ed Asner talked about the 

episode, discussing the controversy initially surrounding 

it: 

We came in and began working, and we were very 
disturbed since it was constantly referring to 
death and funerals. The older guys in the crew 
weren't laughing like we had hoped they would. We 
realized we were up against it, and we worked hard 
all week. We concentrated; we leaned on each 
other as much as we could. (84) 

The episode's writer, David Lloyd, won an Emmy the following 

year for Outstanding Writing in a Comedy Series. 

Besides becoming the standard for all the productions 

that followed, Grant Tinker's first program for his company 

also became the first program to represent what he thought 

the television networks should program: class. The 

"quality" or "class" programming philosophy Tinker affirmed 

was a form of entertainment that would never steep to 

distasteful, obnoxious, or crude material just for the sake 

of milking a laugh, and insulting the audience's 

intelligence was out of the question. As a man of high 

standards and beliefs, Tinker wanted programming he could be 
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proud of, shows that could be decisively pronounced as the 

best in entertainment, and he knew that could best be 

achieved by talented, creative people. In his 

autobiography, he explains, "From my earliest days around 

and about television, it's been clear to me that good shows 

can be made only by good writers" (96) . Soon his 

convictions concerning quality became realized, and his 

company would be responsible for employing some of the most 

respected and successful creators working in the medium. 

Tinker states, "Comedy represented the entire MTM 

output in our earliest years, and the creative bloodlines of 

every successful series could be traced back to Mary Tyler 

Moore" (99). Among the MTM alumni were such notable 

television talents as James L. Brooks, Allan Burns, Dave 

Davis, Lorenzo Music, Stan Daniels, Ed. Weinberger, Glen and 

Les Charles, and James Burrows; all have remained 

successful throughout their endeavors, in both television 

and motion pictures. 

Brooks and Burns created several hit shows, such as 

Rhoda. Lou Grant, and Taxi. and Brooks would win three 

Academy Awards for writing, producing, and directing the 

film Terms of Endearment. Davis and Music, writers for Marv 

Tyler Moore, left the show to create The Bob Newhart Show in 

1972. The Charles brothers, along with Burrows, worked on 

Taxi. and went on to create one of the most popular and 

longest running situation comedies in television history. 
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Cheers. which centered around a sports bar in Boston, would 

become a central example of Tinker's "quality revolution" at 

NBC. Another integral part of that rebuilding period, The 

Cosby Show, featured several episodes directed by MTM 

veteran Jay Sandrich, who had worked on Mary Tyler Moore and 

Bob Newhart. The high level of talent at MTM was one of the 

special ingredients in its success, and in the process, 

responsible for creating some of the most respected programs 

television has seen. The spiraling outward of talent from 

show to show was, and is, a testament to the ideology that, 

as Tinker describes it, "The best creative people love to 

work with other best creative people" (97) . Drafting 

talented writers-producers-creators, which so often is a 

chore for networks and production companies, became 

astonishingly and almost effortless. In fact, Tinker 

remembers, "Some of them... even called us!" (97). 

The Mary Tyler Moore Show ended in 1977 when cast and 

crew mutually agreed to call it quits, rather than wait for 

declining ratings to dictate the cancelling of the show. In 

the series' finale the fictional television station of WJM 

was purchased and the new owner, eager to strengthen the 

news' ratings, fired the entire news department staff, with 

one exception: the incomparably bad Ted Baxter. The final 

scene, in which Mary and friends join in a massive hug and 

she professes her love for her "family," seemed to come from 

deep within Mary Tyler Moore herself as the reality and 
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significance of leaving this landmark show hit home. 

Grant Tinker and MTM Enterprises did not rely solely on 

one program. In 1977, the company was producing seven 

network programs: Marv Tvler Moore. Rhoda. Lou Grant. The 

Bettv White Show. The Bob Newhart Show. We've Got Each 

Other, and The Tony Randall Show. Tinker was proud of every 

one, and in his autobiography he explained his pride in his 

company and its products: 

Each of them contributed to MTM's growing 
reputation as a place where quality counted, and 
several were (or were on their way to becoming) 
long-running audience favorites. We were 
simultaneously beloved by Nielsen and by the 
critics--a balancing act that had become the 
company's signature. (120) 

Tinker's vision of quality and class as a production company 

philosophy was working, and proving the viewing public does 

admire programming with a higher caliber of quality. 

After Mary closed up shop, MTM began to devote more 

time to dramas rather than sitcoms, virtually abandoning the 

comedy genre completely by the mid-1980s. The first 

important dramatic program produced was the afore-mentioned 

Lou Grant, another Brooks and Burns creation that was 

technically a spin-off from Mary, but vastly different in 

terms of mood and story. What remained the same was the 

impact the show had on television as a whole, challenging 

the viewer to accept story structures and characters 

presented in a manner not seen before in prime time. What 

initially made Lou Grant so innovative was the crossing of 
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genres of a famous and well-loved television character. As 

Marc and Thompson remarked, "Lou Grant was arguably the most 

unusual spin-off in the history of American broadcasting: a 

sitcom character was transferred virtually intact to the 

world of the prime time dramatic series" (65). The peculiar 

spin-off idea was only one difference from its source 

program; another was the tackling of contemporary issues in 

a serious fashion. Again, Marc and Thompson point out, 

"Episodes typically dealt with such hot topics as the 

treatment of Vietnam veterans, nursing home care for the 

elderly, the careless disposal of toxic wastes, and the 

activities of neo-Nazi groups" (66). These social issues 

and the way in which they were incorporated into multiple 

storylines within each episode served as a forbearer for the 

socially relevant, sophisticated plots inhabiting MTM shows 

in the 1980s. 

MTM also drifted into the world of television movies, 

maintaining the dignity and quality storytelling which was 

now a trademark of the company. Among the notable made-for-

TV films were Something for Joey (1977), the true story of 

Heisman trophy winner John Cappelletti and his leukemia-

stricken younger brother. In 1978, Mary Tyler Moore starred 

as a woman who tries to deal with breast cancer in First You 

Cry. The film focused on her relationship with her husband 

as they both must come to an acceptance of the disease. 

Thornwell (1981) was the true story of a black army soldier 
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who was given LSD without his knowledge. 

One of the programs MTM and its seemingly endless 

wealth of talent produced can be heralded as critical, and 

perhaps most significant to NBC's eventual rebirth. Hill 

Street Blues, which would profoundly change television 

drama, was first suggested by a young NBC programming 

executive, Brandon Tartikoff, during a meeting with Tinker 

in January, 1980. He and Fred Silverman wanted a new cop 

show patterned after the feature film Fort Apache. The 

Bronx. Again, the considerable talent at MTM displayed its 

laurels, and Steven Bochco and Michael Kozoll quickly 

developed the concept that would become Hill Street. 

The show, which dealt realistically with life in and 

out of the police station, was the first of the "class" 

shows NBC would soon proudly promote as part of the network 

devoted to quality. The program introduced a wealth of 

characters, each one given a depth rarely seen on television 

at that time. Multiple overlapping storylines were 

introduced each episode, often with no real conclusion. 

Michael Winship described the show as among "...the most 

creative, intelligent and entertaining series on modern TV" 

(109) . Unfortunately for Fred Silverman, he never got much 

credit for putting the highly praised program on the air. 

He was out by the summer of 1981, and as NBC's new 

President, Tinker became associated with high-quality 

network programming. 
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In June of 1981, Tinker agreed to meet with the new 

Chief of RCA, Thornton Bradshaw. RCA owned NBC, and 

Bradshaw knew nothing about broadcasting, except that he 

wanted desperately to change the fortunes of the third place 

network. Bradshaw wanted Tinker's feelings on the turmoil 

the network was going through. Tinker was very blunt in his 

opinions of what had gone wrong with NBC, and just as candid 

in his suggestions for improvement. Three weeks later, 

Bradshaw spoke with Tinker again, but not about how to 

improve the network's performance. Bradshaw offered him the 

chance to come back to NBC, this time to run the entire 

company. Without much hesitation, Tinker accepted, leaving 

his own highly successful company to take charge of another. 

Tinker reflected on the magnitude of his decision: 

Back in 1949, I had entered the company at the 
bottom; now I was being asked to come back at the 
top. And not just to run it, but to save it. The 
seductive image was of a man on a white horse 
riding to the rescue of old friends. (16) 

His first decision as CEO of the network was to keep Brandon 

Tartikoff as Chief of Programming. Tartikoff had been 

brought over from ABC when Fred Silverman left that network 

in 1978. Like Silverman, Tartikoff believed that the more 

talented people you surround yourself with, the more prone 

you are to achieving success. In contrast, Tinker theorized 

that less is more. He stated, "I had seen too many 

promising programs spoiled by having too many cooks, usually 

in the network kitchens" (184). Though he felt the need to 
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curtail the Entertainment Division by as much as half, 

Tinker resisted, not only to inaugurate a fruitful and 

effective relationship with Tartikoff, but also in an effort 

not to jeopardize the already delicate morale strewn 

throughout the company. 

In addition to not cutting the work force, Tinker, 

along with NBC executives Bud Rukeyser and Gene McGuire, 

began a series of employee meetings in an effort to renew 

faith in the company. These were closed-circuit, 

interactive conferences in which Tinker outlined what he 

expected for the network, and what they could accomplish if 

they worked hard together. Questions were welcome, and most 

were answered by Tinker himself, with help from the other 

executives. Tinker explains, "Looking back, I think the 

revival of NBC began then and there" (156). He found that 

those who worked at the network desperately wanted to 

restore the once proud company, and with Tinker's desire 

burning just as bright, morale instantly began to rise. 

Renewing the convictions of the network's affiliates 

was equally as important as reestablishing employee morale. 

By June 1981, several had defected to the other networks, 

while others simply preempted network programming with local 

or syndicated shows, often drawing larger audiences. To 

remedy the situation, head of affiliate relations Ray 

Timothy would often schedule personal meetings with station 

owners to discuss the network's new philosophy. A few times 
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a year, Tinker would address the affiliate board to plead 

his case. This council consisted of affiliate owners and 

general managers who symbolized all network affiliates to 

NBC. These meetings allowed Tinker to interact and explain 

his beliefs, as well as convince the station representatives 

that happy days were right around the corner. He states, 

"They gave me points for my successful production 

background, which made them believe I knew a good television 

show when I saw one" (158). The foundation for recovery had 

been laid, and the structure for the turnaround was about to 

be built. 

Of course, the best opportunity to address the concerns 

of the affiliates came at the annual national meeting with 

the network each May. In addition to the following fall 

schedule being announced, it was a chance for more skeptical 

affiliate stations to air their grievances and anxieties. 

At the 1982 meeting, Broadcasting reported, "Tinker asserted 

that NBC's 'problem' can be labeled with one word--

* inertia,'" and that when he accepted the Chairmanship in 

1981, he hadn't "realized the depth of the hole NBC had dug 

for itself" ("NBC affiliates" 38). He assured the assembled 

representatives that the bad times were over, and the 

upcoming fall schedule was a first step back to prominence 

for the network. He outlined his intention to bring the 

most talented and inventive producers to the network and 

allowing them an exemplary environment to create the next 
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generation of hit television. In closing his address, 

Tinker offered a barter between the network and its 

affiliates. According to Broadcasting. "NBC... will work to 

bring creative talent aboard, and he promised 'a stability 

of schedule such as you have not seen on NBC for a long 

time.'" In return, he asked for their "attitudinal support 

as we begin to make the turn" ("NBC affiliates" 38). 

Clearly, Tinker was attempting to instill guarded optimism 

into perhaps the most important component in the network's 

comeback scheme. 

The relationship between Grant Tinker and Brandon 

Tartikoff was one of the cornerstones in rebuilding the 

network. Their mutual respect for one another allowed for 

suggestions and recommendations to be taken to heart, 

without doing the other's job, and without stepping on any 

egos. Tinker described his relationship with Tartikoff in 

his autobiography: 

Sometimes our agendas differed, as did our jobs. 
But if he experienced any uneasiness, he hid it 
well. We both knew what his job was, and I'm sure 
be quickly realized I wasn't going to try to do it 
for him. (186) 

They recognized their common goal was to bring NBC back from 

the dead, but more important than that, they both wanted to 

achieve their goal without resorting to trivial, mindless 

programs full of beautiful, half-naked people and endless 

sexual innuendo. In order to entice the creative talent 

necessary for providing quality programming, both Tinker and 
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Tartikoff promoted a reputation for network uninvolvement in 

the development of new programs. Describing this plan, 

Tinker stated, "Try to attract to NBC the best creative 

people, make them comfortable, give them whatever help they 

need, and then get the hell out of the way" (Corliss, 

"Coming up" 65). Those who produced for NBC would do so at 

their own discretion, allowing all of their creative juices 

to flow. 

To advance his philosophy, Tinker offered up a case in 

point: Hill Street Blues. He recalled this mentality was 

evidenced a year before Tinker became chairman when, in a 

meeting with Brandon Tartikoff, "...Bochco made it very 

clear that he and Kozoll would have to be guaranteed freedom 

from network interference to do the show they had in mind" 

(129). Tartikoff agreed, but other network executives were 

harder to win over. One major obstacle to overcome was the 

choice of actors for two of the program's main characters. 

The network was extremely stubborn in rejecting Bochco's and 

Kozoll's choices. Tinker states, "NBC's head of casting, 

Joel Thurm, voiced an 'over my dead body' objection to 

Daniel J. Travanti for the lead role of Captain Frank 

Furillo" (130). An equally negative response was asserted 

for the casting of Veronica Hamel as public defender Joyce 

Davenport. Bochco, knowing his choices were perfect for the 

series, simply refused to budge. Eventually, the network 

relented and both actors were cast in the roles they made 
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part of television history. Bochco had the last laugh as 

Travanti won the Emmy for Best Actor in a Drama the 

following fall (Brooks & Marsh 955). 

Though initially the ratings were not there, Tinker 

made it clear that programming quality shows would be of 

utmost importance. In 1981, Hill Street Blues became the 

lowest-rated program to ever be renewed for another season. 

The critical accolades were another story, the show won 

eight Emmy Awards in its first season. The following fall 

saw the arrival of several new programs, including Cheers. 

Family Ties, and St. Elsewhere, each one a commitment to 

quality programming, as promised a year before. All three 

were fashioned with believable, three-dimensional 

characters; all three possessed character-driven plot lines 

with intelligent dialog; all three were designed for the 18 

to 35 year-old demographic. And all three programs were 

produced by MTM alumni: Glen and Les Charles and James 

Burrows for Cheers. Gary David Goldberg for Family Ties, and 

Bruce Paltrow, Joshua Brand, and John Falsey for St. 

Elsewhere. Tinker's continued connection with his past was 

becoming more and more important in his rebuilding plan. 

In 1983-84, Tinker and the network suffered a slight 

setback in their scheme. All nine programs NBC introduced 

that season came and went without any substantial 

viewership. Brandon Tartikoff dubbed the failure "the 

infamous September Train Wreck of 1983" (12). The nine 
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shows were Manimal. Mr. Smith. We Got It Made. Jennifer 

Slept Here. The Rousters. The Yellow Rose. For Love and 

Honor. Bay City Blues, and Boone. The network trying to 

rebound with quality programming found itself with no new 

programs to build its future upon. All was not lost, 

however, as shows introduced during the preceding two years 

had begun to establish footholds with the audience. Tinker 

states, "The growing strength of some of our second-year 

shows... more than offset our fall transgressions" (198). 

One of those celebrated programs was Cheers. This 

situation comedy was set in a sports bar in Boston, where 

owner Sam Malone, an ex-relief pitcher for the Red Sox, 

served drinks to a group of regulars, all the while using 

his good looks and charm to hit upon every attractive woman 

who happened to enter the establishment. He met his match 

in a bright, semi-intellectual college student named Diane 

Chambers. Their on-again, off-again romance was peppered 

with personal attacks and insults, all of which only fueled 

their passion for each other. 

Cheers was a pure example of the quality Tinker was 

after. At first, it seemed the viewing public was 

unimpressed. The show finished near the bottom of the 

ratings in its first season. The other networks would not 

have hesitated to cancel such an abysmally performing 

program, but Tinker thought differently. NBC was already in 

the cellar in terms of ratings, and he recognized the 
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potential for such a well-crafted sit-com. Tinker fondly 

remembers, "Staying with Cheers until the audience found out 

how wonderful it was solved NBC's problems at 9 o'clock 

Thursday for eleven years" (169). The network renewed 

Cheers for a second season, then sat back and saw their 

quality pledge fulfilled as the show won four Emmys, 

including Outstanding Comedy Series. In fact, NBC won 

twenty awards for its programming that season, more than the 

other two networks combined. The "class" network was firmly 

established. 

By the 1984-1985 season, with the instant success of 

The Cosby Show anchoring a strong Thursday night lineup, and 

with other quality shows gaining in viewership, NBC had 

finally become completely competitive again. After nine 

seasons locked in the ratings cellar, the network now found 

itself in the number two position, ahead of the falling ABC, 

and setting its sights on number one CBS. The pledge to 

return to "class" programming had worked, and viewers had 

once again discovered NBC as a viable source of intelligent, 

thought-provoking entertainment. At the affiliate's 

convention in Spring 1985, Tinker made a cautious, yet 

confident prediction: 

I have no trouble saying right out loud, not that 
we will be first (I'll leave that to others), but 
that we will be best. The best in ways that 
Nielsen and Arbitron don't measure. The best in 
ways that critics do remark on, the best in ways 
that will cause viewers in cable homes to continue 
coming back to NBC, the best in ways that already 
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attract audiences advertisers most want to reach. 

(200) 

Of course, he linked being the best to also being first, in 

ratings, revenues, and reputation. It was a prediction that 

would ring true. With a strong prime time lineup consisting 

of shows like Miami Vice. The Golden Girls. St. Elsewhere, 

and the afore mentioned Thursday night, NBC was firmly on 

top in 1985-86, both in ratings and in critical acclaim. 

Tinker's five-year rebuilding plan had succeeded according 

to his fundamental beliefs in television programming: 

quality programs may take more effort, cause more pain, and 

take longer for the audience to catch on, but when the 

rewards finally reveal themselves, they can be greater than 

ever imagined. Grant Tinker had taken a network that was 

last in everything--ratings, profits, morale--and in five 

short years turned it into a success story. 

When Grant Tinker became NBC Chairman in 1981, his 

intention was only to remain with the network for five 

years, instituting his rebuilding plan, and then letting 

someone else take the reins. His plans did not change when 

it became apparent General Electric would buy NBC's parent 

company, RCA, in late-1985. Though he was asked to remain 

at the helm by GE chairman Jack Welch, Tinker's days as head 

of the network were over. Tinker longed to get back to what 

he enjoyed most: producing. The network continued to 

thrive without his leadership, but there were changes, some 
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immediate, that would clearly signify a changing of the 

guard. 



CHAPTER FOUR 

SPORTING PROFITS AND GENERALLY ELECTRIC REVENUES 

As history teaches us, the television industry, and 

broadcasters in particular, are not only concerned with 

ratings and shares. Certainly being number one in these 

categories lends a prominent stature that can be used as 

bragging rights as well as an incentive to potential 

investors. While ratings and shares are important in 

determining what programs the audience is watching, they are 

primarily designed as a tool for advertisers to ascertain 

where their commercial spots might be seen by the most 

viewers. Like almost all business enterprises, the bottom 

line is the bottom line: in television's case, high ratings 

lead to high profits for broadcasters. Because money has 

always been the driving force behind the decisions made by 

the major players concerning programming, and because 

broadcasting is such a high-dollar industry, a steady and 

perceivably worsening decline in revenue will always create 

fear and doubt among the network executives, the parent 

corporations looking for the networks as a major source of 

income, and the network affiliates scattered around the 

country. 

Throughout the 1970s and early 1980s, as CBS's and 

ABC's pre-tax profits climbed higher and higher, the reverse 
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was happening at NBC. In 1977, the year before Fred 

Silverman arrived, the network earned $152.6 million; by 

1980, that figure was $75.3 million. In contrast, ABC's 

1980 earnings were $301 million, with CBS reporting $249 

million (Corliss, "Fred finally" 61). At the same time, 

prime time ratings at NBC fell from an average of 19.8 in 

1975, to 15.5 in 1981. Business Week reported advertising 

revenues also lagged behind at $1.4 billion, compared with 

$1.5 billion at CBS, and $1.7 billion at ABC ("Lots of 

tinkering" 73). As NBC's parent company, RCA had reasonable 

cause to be alarmed at what was happening. Since the 

network's revenues accounted for approximately thirty to 

thirty-five percent of the corporation's annual earnings 

(Marcial 124), something had to be done. It was up to Fred 

Silverman to discover what that something was. 

He did not have to look very far. Sports had always 

been a staple of television broadcasting from the beginning, 

and major sporting events such as baseball's World Series 

and the New Year's Day college bowl games tended to attract 

large audiences and specific demographics, making it easier 

for advertisers to push their distinctive products. 

Although the majority of sports viewers were male, certain 

competitions were exceptional in their ability to reach a 

large audience comprised of both sexes. The best example of 

this type of event were the International Olympic Games, 

taking place every four years, with plenty of athletic 
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events appealing to both sexes, such as women's and men's 

gymnastics, swimming and diving, and track and field. 

Silverman was looking for a quick fix, and he 

recognized the unique opportunity presented to him. He had 

been lured away from ABC because his insightful talents had 

resulted in that network being number one for the first time 

in its history, while establishing record profits at the 

same time. As stated earlier, Silverman's efforts at 

revitalizing NBC's weak prime time schedule had produced no 

results. With revenues falling, and increased pressure from 

his bosses at RCA, Silverman set his sights on a possible 

solution to all his problems: the U.S. broadcast rights for 

the 1980 Moscow Summer Olympics. But like almost all his 

other plans, this one ended in disaster. 

The Montreal Olympics in 1976 had proven to be a 

financial windfall for ABC, which owned exclusive 

broadcasting rights. Silverman, then head of the network, 

not only increased its revenues by selling commercial time 

during the two-week event, but he observed the unusually 

large viewing audience as a way to heavily promote ABC's 

upcoming fall programming. This proved extremely 

successful, with the network finally becoming number one the 

following season. Now he sought to duplicate the feat at 

NBC. In 1977, before Silverman arrived, the network shelled 

out $85 million for the exclusive rights to televise the 

first Summer Olympic Games originating from a communist 
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country (Rowan 92). He envisioned the enormous opportunity 

the event presented; just as had happened at ABC four years 

earlier, ad revenues and ratings would soar, and the 

audience would be introduced to a slew of new programs 

coming in the fall. The massive promotion planned for these 

programs would ensure large audiences during their initial 

run, with the hope that once they viewed them, the viewers 

would like what they saw and stay tuned each week. 

Of course, Silverman could never have predicted the 

historical events which would derail his expectations. In 

December 1979, the Soviet Union invaded Afghanistan, 

resulting in a swift trade embargo ordered by President 

Jimmy Carter. He hoped the loss of income would trigger a 

withdrawal of troops from the middle-eastern country. When 

that did not happen, Carter took an even more drastic step-

boycotting the Moscow Olympics. This escalated stab at the 

Soviet economy was intended to seriously hurt that country's 

chances of recouping its estimated $3 billion spent on 

hotels, stadiums, and other assorted facilities and services 

(Rowan 90). Unfortunately, the boycott had some dreadful 

side-effects, including the exclusion of hundreds of U.S. 

athletes who had trained for years, and in some cases, all 

their lives, for the opportunity to compete. Also hurt were 

the numerous businesses seeking to promote and support the 

athletes. And for Fred Silverman and NBC, the news could 

not be worse: besides the estimated $150 million in 
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advertising time already sold, and the $67 million in rights 

fees already paid, "The network spent an additional $36 

million on special equipment, training, promotion, and the 

selling of air time" (Rowan 96). And this doesn't even take 

into account the loss of potential revenue to be generated 

by using the games to promote the network's fall schedule. 

Silverman was crushed by the disaster the Olympic 

boycott left in its wake. The loss of the games left a 

gaping wound in the already weakened NBC profit margin. The 

network's parent company, RCA, was already disturbed about 

the falling economic numbers associated with the decline in 

viewers and ratings. Now it was concerned about rising 

production costs of the network's programs, and recouping 

the $85 million squandered in the Olympic debacle. Harry 

Waters reported in early 1981, "Under pressure from RCA, the 

NBC president has begun slashing his budget by about $20 

million and will shortly be laying off as many as 75 

staffers" ("The peacock" 58). But the concern for the 

network's future did not end there. After three years of 

continuously declining audience numbers and pre-tax profits, 

RCA began seriously considering dumping Silverman and his $1 

million annual salary. This consideration became reality 

when Silverman was replaced by Grant Tinker in June 1981. 

Thornton Bradshaw, chairman of RCA Corp., assured 

Tinker he would be given ample time to turn the fortunes 

around. Instead of immediately slashing the workforce, 
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Tinker trimmed the large staff Silverman had accrued through 

attrition. But he knew the best way for the network to make 

money was to attract viewers. As outlined in the previous 

chapter, Tinker wanted quality programming aimed at young, 

urban upscale viewers. By programming shows like Hill 

Street Blues and Family Ties. Broadcasting recounted in its 

June 18, 1984 issue the network was finally able to reverse 

its profit plummet and report pre-tax profits of $107.9 

million in 1982, more than doubling the previous year's 

numbers ("Tartikoff11 34) . The improving ratings of these 

programs, along with the Tinker philosophy, impressed and 

attracted advertisers eager to work in a desirable 

environment. As reported by Madeleine Dreyfack, General 

Electric manager of consumer marketing communications 

Richard Costello explained the advertisers' sentiments: 

The real story at NBC is not the ratings so much 
as the fact that they're delivering above average 
shows to the right demographics. They're creating 
the type of environment that generates a lot of 
steam for advertisers. (63) 

Dreyfack went on to remark, "...NBC is clearly perceived by 

media heads as a network deeply committed to quality prime 

time programming over the long haul" (102). This perception 

proved very appealing to advertisers in the years that 

followed. As Verne Gay related in the July 8, 1985 issue of 

Advertising Age. NBC became "the first network ever to write 

$1 billion in upfront business" for one season (3). Gay 

called the network "the darling of upfront advertisers," due 
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not only to its ratings successes, but because of its 

showings in the 18 to 49 demographic group, in which they 

had the largest numbers (3). Clearly, Grant Tinker's 

personal convictions toward programming had struck a chord 

not only in television viewers, but with the corporate world 

as well. 

Since Tinker's strategy was to create quality 

programming, he resigned himself to the fact he would pay 

whatever it cost. The budgets might continue to increase, 

but as long as the programs being delivered were of a higher 

quality, and at least showed the potential to attract 

audiences, NBC carried on paying the bill. This philosophy 

would have a major impact in the direction the network would 

take after the Tinker era. 

In the early part of the 1980s, the average hour-long 

network program cost $550,000 - $600,000 per week, nearly 

triple what they were a decade earlier (Tinker 133). When 

Grant Tinker arrived at NBC, the network's most acclaimed 

program was Hill Street Blues. Tinker states, "The average 

cost of each show in the first season was $613,072, of which 

the above-the-line segment (actors, writers, producers, 

director, and associated creative costs) accounted for 

$241,072" (135). Within two seasons, after sweeping the 

Emmys and establishing an advertiser's cherished 

demographic, the program's budget increased 69.5 percent, 

"... helping to bring the total episode budget for Hill 
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Street to well over $800,000" (Tinker 136). Tinker had 

firmly established his belief that NBC would render any 

amount, within reason, to ensure quality programming. 

Soon after Tinker's return to NBC as Chairman, ratings 

began increasing and earnings rose. According to statistics 

in the June 18, 1984 issue of Broadcasting, in 1981, pre-tax 

profits bottomed-out at $47.1 million, a decline from $75 

million the previous year; 1982 saw them more than double 

to $107.9 million, while 1983's figures rose to $156.2 

million ("Tartikoff" 34). This steady rise in earnings then 

proceeded to surpass all expectations once The Cosby Show 

became the hit of the decade beginning in 1984. Ken Auletta 

reports that in 1985, the year Tinker and NBC finally landed 

in first place, the network's profits totaled $333 million 

(74) . 

Thornton Bradshaw, though pleased with the network's 

performance, was distressed by the large percentage of RCA's 

earnings NBC was generating--43 percent of $570 million in 

1984 (Auletta 74), particularly with the history of discord 

between the child and its parent. As stated in Three Blind 

Mice. "There was no way, Bradshaw believed, that RCA could 

thrive if the NBC engine drove the entire company" (75) . He 

nonchalantly began to consider the idea of a merger, one 

that might even result in the selling of the network. And 

he felt the company that could both serve the network best 

and benefit handsomely from its acquisition would be a major 
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Hollywood studio. 

In 1971, Congress enacted the financial interest and 

syndication rules to control the amount of prime time 

programming the networks could own. Up until that time, the 

networks were not limited to the amount of shows per week 

they could produce themselves. This allowed the networks to 

not only control costs, but also to collect revenues from 

their programs when sold into syndication. The fin-syn 

rules were designed to encourage independent producers to 

develop programs over which the networks would have much 

less control. It was also designed to increase competition 

as the three networks clamored for the best available 

programs. 

With the deregulation of the FCC under President Ronald 

Reagan, the networks saw the chance for Congress to repeal 

the fin-syn rules in the mid-1980s. This did not sit well 

with Hollywood studios, which produced a large number of 

network programs. Ken Auletta explained their fears in 

Three Blind Mice: 

The Hollywood studios and the independent 
television stations were terrified that if a 
network owned the product and controlled its 
syndication it would inevitably choose to schedule 
its own product, or favor their its own affiliated 
stations in the competition for reruns. (76) 

The networks tried to calm tensions by ensuring the studios 

they wouldn't favor their own programs or stations. To do 

so might allow weak shows to undermine the networks' 
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business, and weaken the opportunity to maximize profits 

through a syndicated bidding process (Auletta 76-77) . 

The idea of a network-studio partnership became 

increasingly practical to both sides. With escalating 

optimism surrounding the possible lifting of the fin-syn 

rules, the networks would be able to delve into a new 

revenue-generating market. If a major studio were aligned 

with a network, both would benefit: the studio would be 

able to better control the scheduling and promotion of their 

programs on the network, while the network would reap a 

percentage of the syndication revenues. According to Ken 

Auletta, Thornton Bradshaw felt "A studio and a network were 

a natural fit," because "In the future those who controlled 

programming would control the entertainment industry" (77). 

Of the three corporations interested in RCA, the first 

two, MCA and Disney, were major Hollywood studios. The 

first to show legitimate curiosity was MCA, already a major 

supplier of programs to NBC through Universal's television 

division. MCA's chairman Lew Wasserman first met with 

Thornton Bradshaw in 1982 to discuss a possible merger. 

Auletta states, "After prolonged negotiations, RCA and MCA 

tentatively agreed to swap stock; Wasserman would run the 

combined MCA/NBC; and Bradshaw would oversee RCA" (77). 

The deal did present many potential problems, particularly 

limiting MCA's production and syndication of television 

programs. One solution to this setback was to sell NBC, 
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thereby freeing MCA from network ownership. In November 

1985, Carol Bruckner Coles, president of management 

consulting firm Mitchell & Co., was quoted in an article by 

Gene Marcial as saying, "With the network's earnings on the 

rise, this is the best time for RCA to spin off even a part 

of NBC" (124). She went on to say the two companies were 

working on a "restructured acquisition... in which they 

would ask for government authority to merge, with the 

proviso that NBC would be spun off" (124). However, the 

deal never saw the light of day, and the two companies 

parted ways. 

Next up was the Walt Disney Company, whose Chairman, 

Michael Eisner, was determined to create an entertainment 

and communications giant. He had worked in television 

before as a programming executive with ABC from 1966 to 

1975, helping to bring that perennial third place network 

into its own. After rebuilding Disney, and spurred on by 

the proposed loosening of the fin-syn rules, Eisner wanted 

to get back into network television. In 1985, Eisner met 

with Bradshaw and Tinker to confer on his ideas about a 

possible merger. Auletta states that contrary to MCA's 

proposed deal, Eisner wanted NBC to be spun off from the 

company, with RCA holding a substantial amount of shares in 

the new entertainment powerhouse (78). Although Tinker was 

deeply interested, Bradshaw was just as deeply troubled by 

the offer. He believed the loss of cash flow from the 
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network would render RCA helpless to compete with the 

powerful Japanese electronic companies. Though talks 

continued for the next few months, Bradshaw's fears killed 

the deal. Once again an enthusiastic business arrangement 

had fallen through. 

Enter General Electric. Under chairman Jack Welch, the 

company's revenues had nearly quadrupled, from $13 billion 

to $50 billion, from 1980 to 1985 (Auletta 79). Welch was a 

hard-line businessman, showing no mercy towards competitors 

who stood in the way of his goals. Auletta described 

Welch's attributes in his book, Three Blind Mice: 

Growth was his passion, and the way to achieve 
growth was through deals, through alliances and 
synergies. by using GE's massive resources to 
guarantee dominance and to escape the vagaries of 
national business cycles. (79) 

Jack Welch was not content to sit on his laurels; always 

looking towards the future, he was convinced that 

concentrating on its technology segment would further 

increase the company's holdings. In this respect, RCA 

looked very favorable for GE, considering their joint 

interests in defense and electronics, but it was clearly 

evident what NBC represented to the company. There was 

concern about RCA's consumer electronics, as well as other 

divisions, but NBC was definitely the brightest light on an 

already shining star. Besides the increase in network 

revenues during the last few years, there was no foreign 

competition involved, and the five television stations NBC 
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owned generated half of the network's market value. With 

all these tantalizing factors weighing in Welch's mind, a 

series of meetings was arranged to discuss the proposal GE 

had to offer, which was then relayed to RCA's board of 

directors. After reviewing the company's prospects, the 

board agreed to pursue negotiations with GE. As a sign of 

good faith, Welch agreed not to mount a hostile takeover, 

and to remain accessible on the possibility of selling off 

various RCA divisions. 

Within a week, the two side's had reached an agreement. 

According to Auletta, "GE would pay $66.50 per share, for a 

total of $6.28 billion in cash, the largest non-oil industry 

transaction to date" (83). The boards of both companies 

approved the settlement, and the merger was announced on 

December 12, 1985. Reaction from within NBC was mixed. 

Many thought RCA had long been a "fat bureaucracy, leeching 

off the networks" (Auletta 85). There was feeling that GE 

would be much more aggressive in terms of marketing and 

competition. On the other hand, GE was notorious for its 

cost-cutting endeavors, especially upon acquisitions. 

Programmers worried that the huge conglomerate would be too 

quick to kill those quality shows that might take a bit 

longer to find an audience. Patience had been a hallmark of 

Tinker's "quality" programming philosophy, and whether or 

not that patience would remain was in question. 

Soon after the acquisition, the first real challenge 
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facing NBC's new parent materialized. When Grant Tinker 

became Network Chairman in 1981, he made it apparent it was 

only a temporary arrangement. Though he turned out to be 

highly successful at his position, he did not consider 

himself a network executive. His real talent, and his real 

desire, had been in producing and developing television 

programs, not scheduling and managing them. Upon his 

arrival, he had formulated a five-year plan for getting the 

network back on its feet. It was now nearly five years 

later, and even before the merger took place, Tinker had 

informed Thornton Bradshaw he wanted out in 1986. After the 

GE deal went through, Jack Welch approached Tinker and urged 

him to reconsider. Tinker stood fast on his decision to 

leave, although he did put forth several suggestions for his 

replacement, each of whom were already involved in network 

management. Tinker explains, "A number were qualified to do 

my job, and I made two specific recommendations: Larry 

Grossman as Chairman and CEO, and Ray Timothy as President 

and Chief Operating Officer" (214) . Though Welch respected 

Tinker's advice, and made a point of meeting with each man 

he proposed, it soon became evident the new chairman would 

not come from within NBC, but from its new parent company. 

In the end, Welch chose Bob Wright, then head of GE 

Financial Services, as successor to the man who took NBC to 

number one. 

Despite the comeback Grant Tinker had engineered, and 
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the fact the network was now solidly number one, to Bob 

Wright, the future seemed much more pessimistic. James 

Norman reported the networks' share of the total television 

audience had declined from 93 percent in 1976 to 76 percent 

in 1986 (70). With cable and home video continuing to grow 

steadily, and more competition looming on the horizon from 

the newly formed Fox network, he seemed to concede that the 

days of dominance from the big three were nearly over. In 

contrast to Tinker, whom had worked in television for most 

of his career, Wright was a businessman, pure and simple. 

According to Auletta, Tinker, who admitted having a limited 

financial background, espoused the philosophy, "Produce hit 

programs and everything else would take care of itself" 

(89). On the other hand, Bob Wright was infinitely more 

bottom-line. He viewed NBC not as a television network that 

insisted on programming quality shows, but as a division of 

General Electric that, despite its growing profits, had 

allowed program costs to rise, and failed to seriously 

consider the growth of cable. Whereas Tinker, upon his 

arrival, refrained from the normal business approach of 

company layoffs to maximize profits, Wright emphasized cost-

cutting measures, including employee dismissals. In 1981, 

Tinker had instantly installed confidence into a company 

that was desperately suffering from low morale; Wright shot 

that confidence down with his dark vision of a future 

without network dominance. 
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Though he did not say so at the time, Grant Tinker 

stated in his autobiography he was disillusioned about the 

selection of Bob Wright as chairman, recalling, "I swallowed 

my disappointment that Jack Welch hadn't taken my advice 

regarding succession..." (221). He seriously believed the 

appointment of a pure businessman to head a broadcast 

network would eventually result in a reversal of fortune, 

but this would not prove to be true. Through the years 

Wright enacted cost-cutting procedures and diversification 

of the company into cable, internet services, and 

international channels, resulting in an operating profit of 

nearly $1 billion in 1996 (Lesly 117). Ten years after 

Wright became NBC Chairman, the network was still number one 

in both ratings and profits. 



CHAPTER FIVE 

FROM TV SHARKS TO TV SHARKS: 

BRANDON TARTIKOFF'S ROAD TO NBC 

In the relatively short history of television 

programming, the difference between ratings success and 

failure has often depended on whether or not good fortune 

shone on the network. Surely NBC's turnaround to good 

fortunes in the 1980s was a result of late-night strategy 

sessions, executive wheeling and dealing, and careful 

structuring of the network's schedule. All of these details 

were important factors, but there was something else 

involved that seemed to look the network's way. Indeed, an 

integral part of NBC's runaway success was destiny. NBC 

was destined to pick up shows on which other networks had 

passed (The Cosby Show); it was fated to have a chairman 

who understood what it took to rejuvenate the network; and 

it was fortunate to have Brandon Tartikoff as its Chief of 

Programming. 

As stated before, the relationship between Grant Tinker 

and Brandon Tartikoff laid the groundwork for the success of 

NBC in the 1980s. Tinker was willing to spend what it took 

to get the best talent in television working for the 

network, and Tartikoff used this philosophy to build a 

foundation for hit programs. This was a turnaround from his 

60 
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relationship with Fred Silverman. As Colin Leinster 

remarked, "Silverman called him four times a day, ...and was 

very much a 'hands on' boss" (29). Tartikoff was left to 

develop programs and work with producers on his own, without 

much interference from the Chairman. This freedom allowed 

him to cultivate relationships with the same creative people 

Tinker had originally promised would turn NBC into the 

"network of class." 

Brandon Tartikoff's talent for sensing what the public 

wanted was already in place before he came to NBC in 1977. 

As a child of the fifties, he was a member of the first 

generation of Americans to grow up with television. His 

fascination with the medium was evident at a young age, and 

he could even rationalize perceived problems with individual 

programs. In his book, The Last Great Ride. Tartikoff 

remembers one such occurrence: 

Once, when I was a kid, I turned to my mother 
during an episode of Dennis the Menace and said, 
"They've really ruined this show. Jay North isn't 
the right kid to play Dennis. He's too goody-
goody." (117) 

Whether he realized it or not, his perceptions of television 

and the necessary ingredients to make programs successful 

were just beginning to exhibit themselves. 

After graduating from Yale, and still green to the ways 

of the industry, Tartikoff got an entry-level job in 

promotions at WTNH, the ABC affiliate in New Haven, 

Connecticut. He was soon recruited by the station's 
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programming director to assist him in poring over the 

Arbitron logs from the past several weeks. Tartikoff looked 

beyond the numbers on the page, and began to contemplate how 

the viewers those numbers represented recorded what they 

watched. He determined the Arbitron viewers' sense of 

recall was limited to the night they filled out the logs, in 

this case, Tuesdays. Tartikoff states, "Owing to human 

behavior (read laziness), it seemed that the station that 

won on Tuesday night would handily win the local news battle 

for the week" (120). His sense of what the audience was 

thinking began to enable him to conclude solutions for 

enhancing the fortunes of the station. 

Eventually, Tartikoff made his way to WLS in Chicago, 

again, an ABC affiliate. This led to another opportunity 

for him to develop his instincts on what the audience 

wanted, as well as how to manipulate the ratings system. As 

detailed in his book, Tartikoff noticed that when the 

station ran the film Cotton Comes to Harlem, ratings jumped 

fifty percent. Just to see what would happen, he suggested 

to station manager Lew Erlicht they run the Sidney Poitier 

film Buck and the Preacher in the same time slot the next 

week. Again, the ratings were surprisingly high, prompting 

Tartikoff to deduce there was a black bias in the sample 

audience Nielsen was using. Erlicht agreed and decided to 

run African-American-oriented movies and sitcoms for the 

next six weeks, and the ratings soared until Nielsen decided 
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to sample a new set of viewers (Tartikoff 123-24). Again, 

Tartikoff had realized how the system was run, and exploited 

it for the station's, and his, gain. 

Though Brandon Tartikoff was learning about the 

industry as he went along, his fervent lack of knowledge 

concerning television fueled his drive and creativity to 

sell the medium the best way he knew how. He was not 

infallible; he would experience his share of failures at 

the network level (Manimal. Misfits of Science. Bay City 

Blues), but would also program NBC into the promised land 

(Cosbv. Cheers. L.A. Law). He would learn from his past 

mistakes to solve problems that might normally impair the 

average programmer. 

One such problem concerned what to do with the tons of 

footage shot on location in the Caribbean in an effort to 

photograph sharks. The station, seeking to exploit the 

enormous success of the blockbuster film Jaws, wanted a 

five-part series featuring the menacing monsters of the deep 

to run on the evening news. However, the crew returned with 

footage of nothing but the reporter sitting in a boat and 

talking about sharks, with little actual footage of the big 

fish swimming around. Tartikoff states, "I remember sitting 

in the screening room and thinking, *There's no way out of 

this mess'" (125). As assistant promotions manager, 

Tartikoff and the station had spent a large amount of money 

advertising the special series, and he had to come up with 
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some way to fix a rather boring report featuring a man on a 

boat. 

What he came up with was to exploit the country's 

increasing fascination with sharks through a little movie 

magic. In the station's vaults he found a documentary 

titled Blue Water. White Death, and intercut its scenes of 

shark attacks with the footage shot on the boat. He was 

pleased with the result and felt he had saved the station 

from a huge embarrassment, even though protocol stated what 

he did was wrong. Tartikoff himself admits this: 

Mixing movies and news footage--even if the 
intent was not deception (we credited the movie)--
was totally against the rules. I'm glad I 
didn't know about that at the time, or I might 
never had done it. (126) 

It is obvious that his naivete aided his refusal that 

nothing is off-limits if it works. The shark series doubled 

the evening news' ratings the week it ran (Tartikoff 127). 

Of all of Tartikoff's promotional ideas, the one that 

brought him to the attention of the network and the one he 

credits as "...the single greatest triumph I ever achieved 

at WLS" (129), was another theme week for the afternoon 

movie, this time called "Gorilla My Dreams Week." A search 

through the station's film archives uncovered several movies 

where apes, whether real or fictional, played key roles. By 

producing a promo featuring, as Tartikoff states, "... a guy 

in a gorilla suit holding a ten-foot-high banana," the five-

day ape-movie festival produced a ten-point jump in the 
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afternoon ratings (130). 

This stunt was noticed by the president of ABC, Fred 

Silverman, who invited Tartikoff to meet him in New York. 

Silverman sensed a special quality in the young assistant 

promotions manager. There was not only a perception of 

imagination and creativity, but a feeling of idealism within 

Tartikoff that was seizing every opportunity to present 

itself. With Silverman attempting to bring third place ABC 

out of the bottom of the broadcast heap, he desperately 

wanted people who could both consistently present new and 

inventive ideas for network improvement, and keep up with 

Silverman's own concepts and proposals for taking ABC to the 

top. Five months after that first meeting, Brandon 

Tartikoff was living in Los Angeles and working as Director 

of Current Dramatic Series at ABC. 

His tenure at the network was short. After a year of 

working with Silverman and the other executives, including 

Michael Eisner, Brandon Stoddard, and Tom Werner and Marcy 

Carsey, Tartikoff sensed that his observations and 

suggestions were not getting the attention they deserved. 

Of this time in his life, Tartikoff said, "I felt like a 

third-string quarterback on a Super Bowl-bound team" (50). 

In the summer of 1977, after speaking with NBC Vice 

President Dick Ebersol, Tartikoff took the position of 

Director of Comedy Programs at the rival network. 

In the mid-seventies, NBC was mainly a network of 
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drama. It had only two successful situation comedies, Chico 

and the Man and Sanford and Son, and even those were in 

trouble. Freddie Prinze, the star of Chico. had just 

committed suicide, and Sanford's Redd Foxx had just quit the 

show. The network was in third place at that point due to 

the enormous success of the shows Fred Silverman had 

introduced at ABC, so Tartikoff had a arduous task before 

him. By gathering the most creative people he could find at 

NBC, twelve pilots were proudly produced for network 

approval. To his disappointment, only two made it onto the 

fall schedule, and Tartikoff was thoroughly frustrated. He 

felt, as did other executives, that they were among the 

finest comedy pilots ever produced. Thoughts of quitting 

crossed his mind until he got a phone call from Fred 

Silverman. Tartikoff remembers him saying, "I heard you're 

unhappy, but sit tight, because everything's going to change 

around there, and you're going to be a big part of it" (53). 

Fred Silverman had just been appointed chairman of NBC. 

Successful businesses usually contain people who 

compliment each other in their ideas and strategies, and 

also understand each other's motivations. One thing 

Tartikoff assimilated from Fred Silverman was to truly love 

the medium for which you are working. The bottom line is 

still the focus, but cherishing the means by which one gets 

there increases the likelihood of success. In a 1985 

article by Richard Corliss, Tartikoff described his 
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affection for television and how it affects everyone's life: 

"In movies," he says, "unless you make E.T.. you 
reach maybe as many people as watched a TV show 
that got canceled last week. With television 
there's something wonderful in knowing that, if 
you hit, 50 million people are watching and 
enjoying what you've done. Wherever you go--on 
the street, in a restaurant, at a party--you hear 
about it. And that shared experience is exciting. 
("Coming up" 65) 

By now, it was obvious that Brandon Tartikoff was not only 

enjoying what he was doing, he was feeding off the rush he 

got from determining audience tastes and passions. 

The Silverman years at NBC saw the network decline in 

ratings and profits until it became the laughing stock of 

the entire broadcast industry. Even one of the network's 

few bright spots, Johnny Carson, peppered his nightly 

monologues with shots at his employer. Although he welcomed 

ideas and opinions from those around him, Silverman liked to 

have the last word, and used it often. Because of his past 

successes at CBS and ABC, he believed that his perceptions 

of what the people wanted would deliver his new network to 

the promised land. The problem was finding what the people 

wanted. 

As show after show flopped, Silverman, as well as the 

other network officials, began to get nervous. As Tartikoff 

states, "A sense of panic set in, and Fred began to scream, 

pound his desk, and threaten to fire senior executives on a 

regular basis" (54). For all the worrying and sense of 

distress throughout NBC, Tartikoff kept working, coming up 
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with new ideas, and providing Silverman with several 

programs with potential. His laborious duties and stellar 

work ethic did not go unnoticed, and in 1980, at the age of 

thirty-one, Silverman appointed him Chief of Programming, 

the youngest person ever to hold that post for a major 

broadcast network. 

NBC continued its downward trend throughout 1980 and 

into 1981, but there was one program that emerged during 

that period of time that would come to symbolize not only a 

new direction for the network, but a revolution in dramatic 

programming for all of broadcasting. The program was Hill 

Street Blues, and would be produced by MTM Enterprises, 

establishing a link between the network and its soon-to-be 

chairman, Grant Tinker. 

It was over lunch with Stephen Bochco and Michael 

Kozoll, who were a team at MTM, that the idea that would 

become Hill Street first emerged. Tartikoff suggested 

producing a cop show unlike any that had come before: one 

that focused on the cops' private lives as well as their 

profession. Viewers would follow the trials and turmoil 

they faced on the street and at home, interweaving 

relationships between several different characters, 

developing several plot lines each episode. The characters 

would be three-dimensional, with real-world problems and 

attempting to balance personal dilemmas with the dangers of 

police work. 
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Bochco and Kozoll were at first uninterested, basing 

their resistance on a perceived lack of public interest in 

cop shows. Tartikoff responded with a theory as to why cop 

shows had fallen out of public favor, as explained in his 

book, The Last Great Ride: 

"Well, there are no cop shows in the top twenty 
right now, and that could mean one of two things," 
I said. "It could mean that no one wants to watch 
these kinds of shows anymore. Or it could mean 
that we've spotted an opportunity, a need, and 
that people are ready to take a fresh look at the 
genre--if the show is done right." (159) 

Bochco and Kozoll agreed to produce the show, if they were 

allowed to do it their way, with minimal network 

interference. Tartikoff conceded, and left the two men to 

develop his idea to their liking. 

When NBC executives first saw the pilot episode for the 

show, they were confused and nearly enraged by what they 

viewed. There were numerous characters and plot lines, with 

no clear-cut TV rhythm. Tartikoff points out, "Each episode 

was a 'day in the life,' structured around a twenty-four-

hour time clock" (160) . The executives were even more 

disturbed upon learning the test numbers for the pilot 

produced some of the worst results ever seen. Fred 

Silverman was unshaken in his determination to have the show 

air. "This is something completely different... and 

completely different always tests badly" (Tartikoff 161). 

A preview for affiliates fared much better, approving 

and supporting a program that was such a departure from the 
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norm. However, the show took quite a while to find an 

audience. Tartikoff remembers, "Hill Street got a 19 share 

at a time when a 27 share was the dividing line between 

renewal and cancellation" (162). As the ratings continued 

to drop, the critical support continued to grow. This kept 

Silverman optimistic about the program's potential, and 

Tartikoff suggested some maneuvering to find the right time 

slot. Silverman finally settled on 10:00pm EST Thursdays, 

which initially didn't provide much of a boost. When it 

came time for renewal, both Silverman and Tartikoff agreed 

it was one show the network could certainly be proud of, and 

allowed it to make the fall schedule. About this decision, 

Tartikoff remarks, "I later found out that at the time Hill 

Street was the lowest-rated show in network history ever to 

be renewed" (164). 

The critical appeal of Hill Street laid not only in its 

attention to development of characters, but also in its 

unusual narrative structure. As mentioned in chapter one, 

the show dealt simultaneously with several different story 

lines, some of which would not be resolved at the end of 

each episode, but would spill over into future installments. 

When Lieutenant Norman Buntz was accused of embezzling 

thousands of dollars in drug money confiscated by the 

police, his ordeal was chronicled in several key episodes 

near the end of the program's run. The investigation into 

the allegations continued through the end of the season, 
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culminating in his dismissal from the force after punching 

out Chief Daniels in the final episode. 

The program would also refer to events of past 

episodes, even past seasons, to continue a key point of a 

current developing plotline. And sometimes the most 

dramatic events were brought about by circumstances from 

real life, as was the case in the death of actor Michael 

Conrad, who portrayed Sergeant Phil Esterhaus for the first 

four seasons. The character was killed off, but not in the 

normal manner for a television law enforcement official. 

Sgt. Esterhaus was said to have suffered a heart attack 

while making love to his girlfriend. His death was often 

referred to as several officers, among them Lucy Bates and 

Stan Jablonski, tried to follow in his footsteps, often 

comparing themselves to the amiable sergeant. 

The narrative structure of Hill Street certainly helped 

distance it from its predecessors and contemporaries in the 

cop show genre. It's unresolved story lines and often 

unhappy endings gave the program a realistic tone which had 

not often been seen on television. Richard Sparks commented 

on what he called "soap operatic" narrative structure in his 

book Television and the Drama of Crime: 

Scenes and changes of locale are far fewer in 
xsoap operatic' shows because of their greater 
degree of concentration on particular known spaces 
and on conversation. Thus in Hill St. Blues, 
although there may be several lines of plot, a 
much larger proportion of time is spent inside the 
police station, or in the inner sanctum of Frank 
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Furillo's own office or in Hill and Renko's patrol 
car. Captain Furillo indeed rarely leaves the 
office except to go home. (129) 

Because the show focused more on story than action or 

setting, more time was allotted for character development 

and plot progression. 

Another way in which the program was innovative was in 

its use of police-officer as hero, which in previous cop 

shows usually surfaced as a hard-boiled detective (Columbo) 

or within a partner framework (Dragnet. Starsky and Hutch). 

In the case of Hill Street, the hero was Captain Frank 

Furillo, an obvious choice given his rank in the precinct. 

Capt. Furillo was a well-respected and admired leader among 

his fellow officers, and often juggled the problems of a 

big-city police station will bureaucratic entanglements from 

his superiors, namely Chief Daniels. In detailing heroes as 

police-officers, Sparks relates, "The heroes experience the 

loneliness and strain of command while continuing to provide 

guidance, counselling and direction to those for whom they 

are responsible" (132). Capt. Furillo's officers revered 

him as a paternal figure, respecting him not only for his 

years of duty and experience, but also for the obstacles he 

has overcome as a flawed human being. As a recovering 

alcoholic, Furillo is constantly aware of the danger stress 

and burnout can present, in his case becoming a catalyst for 

falling off the wagon and nurturing the dark side of human 

nature which, as a law enforcement official, he so fervently 
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fights to keep off the streets every day. And as a ranking 

police captain, he must also control the dark side inherent 

in his officers when their composure takes a beating. 

Sparks comments, "Furillo's job is to mark the boundaries 

between policing and vigilantism" (133) . 

Stephen Bochco knew from the beginning the show was 

radically different from anything presented on television 

before. He accepted the fact, perhaps more than NBC 

initially did, that the program would not be an instant hit, 

and relegated himself to the fact the audience would learn 

to appreciate it. In Michael Winship's Television. Bochco 

outlined his feelings towards Hill Street and the viewers: 

We had to train an entire audience how to look at 
us. It took time, because we were confusing. We 
were putting so much information on a frame of 
film, overlapping dialogue, multiple story lines, 
just tons of characters moving through the frame, 
thirteen regulars, fragmented story lines, stories 
that didn't end, a jumble of sounds... I think, 
stylistically, from a writing point of view, our 
willingness to slap very harsh melodrama hard up 
against outrageous, almost slapstick, nonsense 
comedy, was unique--we hadn't seen that in 
television before. (112) 

This was the type of quality television which Grant Tinker 

would emulate once he took the reins in June 1981. Brandon 

Tartikoff took a gamble on bringing the show back for a 

second season, a gamble that would payback handsomely for 

the network as the decade wore on. 

The renewal of Hill Street set the tone for the 

network's philosophy of examining a show's potential more in 
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terms of quality and originality than of ratings numbers. 

Of course, a program that regularly gets a 19 share won't be 

around for several seasons, but a show's Nielsen performance 

was not the sole basis for judging success anymore. Other 

research methods delving into what people watch, and why 

they watch, began to take on greater importance in deciding 

a program's fate. It was becoming obvious that producing 

original, thought-provoking, quality television was the key 

to attracting an audience, mainly the 18-49 college-educated 

demographic so treasured by advertisers. To Brandon 

Tartikoff, Hill Street represented a new breed of 

television: one that would both challenge the viewer and 

entertain in a fashion that altogether seemed more realistic 

than anything that came before. In his autobiography, 

Tartikoff explained how a little-known bit of research 

helped NBC decide to renew the show: 

What this research said was that Hill Street was 
getting a higher rating in homes that had pay 
cable than in homes that didn't. That meant that 
the people who had the most options, the people 
who could choose from what was then about a 
twenty-channel cable universe, were seeking out 
our show to watch. To me that meant Hill Street 
was the kind of show networks would need to 
compete in the future, when cable would mean 
access to 50, 100, or even 150 channels. (164) 

In examining this research, it could be argued that the more 

cable channels a person has access to, the less interesting 

the programs available will seem, and the viewer will more 

than likely return to the broadcast networks in search of 
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engaging programs. This is because many cable channels, 

aware of the numerous options the viewer has, appeal to a 

select demographic in order to stake out their claim to a 

certain section of the audience: MTV for adolescents, 

Lifetime for women, ESPN for men. In any case, the proof 

remains that original, high-quality, thought-provoking 

programs like Hill Street began to draw viewers away from 

cable, pay-per-view, and the other networks, and back to 

NBC. 

In June 1981, Silverman was out, and Grant Tinker 

became chairman of the network. As discussed earlier, 

Tinker desperately wanted to improve morale, and decided 

against across-the-board layoffs. He especially wanted to 

retain the young Tartikoff, and personally phoned him before 

even reporting to duty in order to persuade him to stay. 

Tinker had an agenda for the fledgling network, and Brandon 

Tartikoff was an integral part of it. 

The two men who would shape NBC's future were very 

congenial in their affiliation, and proved to be an 

inventive and successful partnership. Of their 

relationship, Tinker states, "Though we were a generation 

apart, I don't remember a single instance when we didn't 

communicate easily and effectively" (186). Tinker wouldn't 

tell Tartikoff how to perform his job, but reserved the 

right to make suggestions and to have the final decision on 

program matters. They both agreed that attracting the best 
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creative talent was essential in rebuilding the network's 

reputation. As Tinker remembers, "We agreed that 

hospitality would be our M.O., and over the next few years 

that policy produced real prime-time dividends" (187). To 

prove he was willing to do what it takes, Tartikoff was 

allowed to retain all personnel working in the entertainment 

division that he deemed were necessary to the network's 

objective. 

Building on the critical success of Hill Street, and 

determined to bring quality to the network, Tartikoff set 

about developing programs to lead NBC to the promised land. 

The task that lay ahead was an arduous one, but one from 

which he was not willing to shy away. As Richard Corliss 

reported in 1985, "Tartikoff set about devising a 

compatible, competitive schedule from the rubble of 

Silverman's legacy" ("Coming up" 66). In trying to attract 

the top television producers to NBC, he had to concede to 

them they would be in direct competition from the other 

network's hit shows, such as Three's Company or Dallas. 

However, they would be given something the other networks 

were unwilling to furnish: creative control. In addition, 

because they valued artistic and original programming, NBC 

was willing to let the audience discover these new shows, 

even if that meant languishing near the bottom of the 

ratings heap for one or more seasons. Tinker and Tartikoff 

truly believed in these producers and the shows they 
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developed, and they were convinced the viewers would soon 

feel the same. 

This strategy was the core to rebuilding the network. 

NBC began attracting talented creators right away, willing 

to drive prime time into new directions of comedy and drama. 

In the fall of 1982, three programs introduced viewers to 

the network's newfound philosophy: St. Elsewhere. Family 

Ties. and Cheers. Each one was created by MTM alums, each 

one challenged the public into watching and following their 

unconventional situations, and each one initially sat near 

the bottom of the ratings heap. 

St. Elsewhere, which Tartikoff described as a "first 

cousin" to Hill Street (167) , used numerous characters, each 

one with a distinct background, involved in several 

plotlines per episode. Though not a soap-opera, sometime 

the stories would continue throughout the season, often not 

being completely resolved. And just like real life, many 

episodes had less than happy endings, depicting death and 

disease in terms of human relationships. How the characters 

coped with incurable afflictions, botched medical 

procedures, along with their own personal problems were 

weekly attributes to the various storylines. 

Family Ties was more traditional network programming 

than St. Elsewhere, but still a daring move for the third 

place NBC. At a time when sitcoms, particularly family-

oriented, were rare among prime time, Family Ties offered a 
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twist on the conventional situation. Though the show was 

about a man and wife raising three children (remember Father 

Knows Best?), the couple happened to be ex-hippies, 

staunchly liberal in their ideas, managing their kids during 

the highly-conservative Reagan-influenced 1980s. While 

Steven and Elyse Keaton spent their teenage years at love-

ins and anti-war protests, singing peace songs and wearing 

flowers in their hair, their children were much more 

concerned with making money or wearing the latest fashions. 

Each of the characters on Cheers was smartly written, 

with faults and flaws to be routinely exploited by the 

others. Chemistry was essential to the success of the show, 

for if the characters, particularly the leads Sam and Diane, 

failed to capture the audience's attention and effectively 

illustrate convincing relationships, the program was sure to 

fail. It is interesting to think that Ted Danson was not 

the first choice for the role of Sam Malone. Tartikoff 

states, "William Devane was considered the leading 

candidate... and had the most experience as a leading man" 

(86). Though he was deemed the most appropriate person for 

the role, Devane's audition was less than impressive, while 

Danson delivered a performance that conveyed to the show's 

creators the Sam Malone America would soon know and love. 

While these three programs would instantly be a hit 

with the critics, the public would take longer in 

discovering them and then grow accustomed to their 
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unconventional styles. But by the fall of 1984, when the 

network had slowly improved its overall ratings performance 

and increased its pre-tax profits from $47.1 million in 1981 

to 156.2 in 1983 ("Tartikoff" 34), NBC was poised to jump 

out of the ratings cellar and into broadcasting history. 

Though all of the strategies and philosophies developed by 

Grant Tinker and Brandon Tartikoff were imperative in 

rebuilding the network's stature, one show was able to 

finally propel NBC into first place for the first time in 

its history. That program was The Cosby Show, and it became 

yet another symbol of the quality programming the network 

was fast becoming known for. 

Brandon Tartikoff stated he first envisioned a new 

situation comedy starring Bill Cosby during an episode of 

the Tonight Show in early 1984. While watching the comedian 

perform his monologue, Tartikoff thought, "...he's talking 

about being and adult, the father of adolescent children, 

the husband of a woman he met twenty years ago but is still 

getting to know" (4). Tartikoff began picturing a family 

sitcom, starring Bill Cosby, as the perfect lead-off for a 

night of winning television. 

Tartikoff contacted Cosby's agent to pitch his idea--a 

show where the comedian dealt with problems he encounters in 

real life. Wheels started turning, and the production team 

of Marcy Carsey and Tom Werner, who were already developing 

a sitcom treatment for Cosby. They explained they had an 
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agreement with ABC granting them the right of first refusal. 

ABC's programming chief, Lew Erlicht, passed on the idea, 

allowing Carsey and Werner to bring the show to NBC. 

However, the network could not agree financially with the 

figures sought by the producers. Tartikoff, sensing he was 

giving up a potential gold mine, allowed Carsey and Werner 

to take their show elsewhere. About this period, Tartikoff 

stated, "Sleep did not come easy for the next two weeks" 

(12) . 

Fortunately for Tartikoff, circumstances beyond his 

control were about to brighten up his world. Carsey and 

Werner took the show back to Lew Erlicht, who this time 

decided to pick up the show, as long as Cosby auditioned the 

program with a pilot. Cosby declined to produce a pilot, 

and the show was brought back to NBC once again. To use his 

own words, Tartikoff "...breathed a giant sigh of relief" 

(13), and the network worked out a financial deal agreed 

upon by both parties. 

When the show debuted in September, 1984, Brandon 

Tartikoff, always nervous about reading the overnights from 

new shows, was especially tense the morning after. He 

states, "A smash in those days was anything above a 30 

share, and at NBC we'd hire a deejay and tap a keg of beer 

if a show premiered in double digits" (16). He needn't have 

worried; The Cosbv Show averaged a 48 share for its debut 

episode (Tartikoff 16). 
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Cosby ran for eight years, allowing NBC to create a 

Thursday night lineup that to this day has remained 

untouchable by the other networks. In its first season, the 

show averaged a 24.2 rating and finished third among prime 

time. The following season (1985-86), the show shot to 

number one, remaining there for the next three years. Its 

peak came during the 1986-87 season, when The Cosby Show 

averaged a 34.9 rating (Brooks and Marsh 974-75). The show 

brought more viewers to an already growing audience for the 

programs that followed it on Thursday nights. Family Ties 

became a bonafide hit at 8:30 EST, Cheers succeeded with a 

more mature brand of comedy, and first Hill Street Blues 

then L.A. Law blossomed under the huge lead-in audience 

furnished by Bill Cosby's real-to-life situation comedy. 

The program itself not only made millions of dollars 

for NBC, but according to Tartikoff, "It encouraged the best 

and brightest producers to work with us, thus enhancing the 

network's chances of success" (17). It seemed that Grant 

Tinker and Brandon Tartikoff's formula for rebuilding the 

network was successful in ways even they could not have 

imagined. 

As stated earlier in this paper, NBC went on to achieve 

record network earnings and established a reputation for 

popular and quality programming throughout the remainder of 

the decade. Brandon Tartikoff must be considered as the 

impetus for the network's resurgence. Though he is the 
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first to admit there is no positive strategy for scheduling 

programs, or correctly anticipating the public's taste, 

there is a special quality that successful television 

programmers must have. Tartikoff stated it best, saying, 

"You see, I dreamed television" (5). When he woke up in the 

morning, the wheels began turning and he had one main focus 

the rest of the day: television. His life revolved around 

television, and television fed his appetite for success. In 

his autobiography, Tartikoff explained his feelings and gave 

this reason for his preoccupation: 

Because television is a game, a game in which you 
can keep score in various ways: Nielsen ratings, 
corporate profits, an inner sense of having done 
good work. And as much as those of us in 
television... feel like tearing our hair out 
when one of our favorite shows gets killed in the 
ratings, threatening the corporate bottom line, 
winning is the only way you get to keep playing. 
And the secret of winning is that you have to 
become completely obsessed. (7) 

Tartikoff's outward expression of his obsession was through 

scheduling. Scheduling can mean the difference between 

whether a show is a hit or sinks into oblivion. Hill Street 

Blues is a good example of what the right timeslot can do 

for a potentially hit program. And having a particular 

night's schedule flow smoothly is most important in 

retaining viewership and building a powerhouse lineup. 

Since there are a variety of shows appealing to an 

assortment of viewers, the programmer's quest is to juggle 

the right combination of shows into a proper lineup that 
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attracts the maximum number of viewers possible. As 

Tartikoff himself stated, "In short, you have to know where 

to pounce, as well as when and how hard" (8). Brandon 

Tartikoff was able to be the most successful network 

programmer during the 1980s because he, more than anyone 

else, understood what shows would work, why a show would 

work, and when it would work. He was not fool-proof/ the 

nine new programs he introduced in the 1983-84 season all 

failed to make the schedule for the following season. But 

more often than not, he sensed the public's taste and gave 

them what they wanted. Along with Grant Tinker, Brandon 

Tartikoff accomplished the almost overwhelming task of not 

only rebuilding a fledgling broadcast network, but changed 

that network's reputation to that of a haven for quality and 

creativity. In the 1980s, NBC invited all of us to "Be 

there!" America went there and stayed. 



CHAPTER SIX 

CONCLUSION 

Over ten years since Grant Tinker left the network, NBC 

is still perched at the summit of the ratings mountain, even 

though that mountain is getting shakier each year. 

Elizabeth Lesly reported the network's estimated average 

prime time rating for the 1996-97 season was 10.5, down from 

11.9 the year before (120). In fact, all the big three 

networks reported viewership decline, from a share of 60 

percent in 1992 to 49 percent in 1997 (116). This decline 

was mainly due cable's persistent growth, as well as the 

emergence of two new broadcast networks, UPN and WB, along 

with the continued growth of Fox. 

Cable's impact on network audiences is of particular 

interest, mainly in the way many cable networks have 

expanded their reach in an attempt to lure viewers away from 

broadcast television. Judith Reitman reported in 1986 how 

cable networks were changing their philosophy from 

narrowcasting--programming for specialized audiences--and 

widening their focus to attract both larger audiences and 

increased advertising dollars (84). As examples, Reitman 

cited Lifetime's addition of movies to its service and 

information programs, ESPN's programming film biographies to 

join their live-sports coverage, and Nickelodeon's extension 

84 
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of programming into the evening with Nick at Nite (84). 

Cable now seems to have picked up on the notion of 

"quality" programming, and this concept has attracted many 

Hollywood producers, directors, and actors to the small 

screen. Greg Paeth reported that television, particularly 

cable, has become the preferred option for filmmakers 

wishing take chances with material that might be passed over 

by a major studio (3). Paeth points to a remake of 12 Angry 

Men, scheduled to air in August, 1997 on Showtime, as an 

example of a television movie attracting Hollywood notables. 

Among those involved with the project include director 

William Friedkin, George C. Scott, Jack Lemmon, and Ossie 

Davis. Friedkin is quoted as saying, "It seemed to me this 

was particularly right for television because it is an 

intimate, character-driven piece" (3). Cable's ability to 

grab the top creative people in their field has not gone 

unnoticed by the networks. NBC West Coast President Don 

Ohlmeyer has said, "As viewers' choices continue to explode, 

creating a unique voice becomes vital to our future" ("The 

selling" 1). 

Despite the shrinking network audience, NBC Chairman 

Robert Wright has managed to increase the network's 

profitability by continuing to cater to the prized 18 to 49 

year-old demographic. While all of the highly praised 

programs from Tinker's era are gone (Hill Street Blues. 

Cheers. Family Ties), Wright and his Entertainment President 
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Warren Littlefield have continued to achieve success, both 

with viewers and critics, with shows like ER, Fraiser. 

Friends. and Seinfeld. The latter has become an icon for 

the enormous influence a single program can have on the 

medium, and its success has rivaled some of the all-time 

achievements of its predecessors. 

According to Lesly, Seinfeld will generate $180 million 

in advertising revenue for the network during 1997-98 (116). 

The profits made from this and other programs is incredibly 

significant in building up the network's future projects, 

allowing it to invest millions of dollars into lavish 

miniseries, ballooning pro-sports events, and even the 

ultimate athletic competition, the Olympics. The show was 

also used as a lead-in and out for other hit programs, like 

Fraiser and Suddenly Susan, that were then switched to other 

nights to shore up viewership. Seinfeld, which revolves 

around comedian Jerry Seinfeld and his three closest 

friends, has become such a phenomenon that its syndicated 

reruns even beat out local news shows in major markets. 

Lesly reported, "At 11 p.m. on a recent Wednesday night in 

New York, a six-year-old Seinfeld rerun... clobbered all the 

network-affiliated news shows, even WNBC's" (119). 

When Robert Wright took over for Grant Tinker in 1986, 

he and GE Chairman Jack Welch maintained a sullen attitude 

towards the network's future, even at a time when record 

profits were being reported. In 1997, not much has changed. 
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According to Lesly, NBC reported $500 million in profits 

from it broadcast network in 1996, "... nearly seven times 

as profitable as ABC, the only other network to make money 

in 1996" (116). Despite these numbers, Wright looks towards 

the day when NBC will no longer sit at the top of the 

ratings summit. To prepare for the inevitable tumble, 

Wright has slowly and quietly diversified the network, 

building up its increasing array of cable networks and 

internet services. Lesly reports NBC's business cable 

channel, CNBC, reported a $85 million profit in 1996, while 

its joint venture with Microsoft, MSNBC, has assets around 

$1 billion (120). Along with interests in other cable 

outfits, such as Arts & Entertainment and Court TV, these 

assets generate $150 million to the network's overall 

profits statement, which closed in on nearly $1 billion in 

1996 (117) . 

Although the legacy of Grant Tinker lives on in such 

shows as Seinfeld and ER, the former Chairman has not been 

particularly supportive of most of his former employer's 

programming choices. Tinker had harsh words for the 

network's management through the end of the 1980s: 

The "it's just another business" approach of 
General Electric had led to the willful, 
systematic displacement of the senior executives 
who had managed NBC to the top of a business GE 
did not yet understand. It also accelerated the 
deterioration of NBC into a company that is seen 
to have no higher purpose than making a buck. 
( 2 2 : 2 ) 
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It is obvious that Tinker holds television, and especially 

NBC, up to a higher standard than the typical network 

executive. As head of one of the most successful and 

acclaimed television production houses in history, he 

definitely sees the purpose of television programmers as 

being particularly selective in creating and producing 

programs. The fact that MTM-produced shows garnered 

numerous accolades and awards during the past thirty years 

gives him the foundation on which to criticize what he sees 

as a downward trend in both creating and programming on 

NBC's current schedule. He blames the network brass, 

particularly Robert Wright and GE chairman Jack Welsh as 

being so bottom-line conscious that they neglect investing 

in creative development of new programs. As an example, he 

cites the cutbacks of the standards department, stating "The 

lowering of programming standards was further evidence that 

one of NBC's enduring strengths, its tradition as America's 

first broadcasting network, was being ignored" (223). 

While the network audience is declining, the revenues 

are continuing to rise, and NBC is financially healthy. 

Many of Tinker's criticisms are warranted, but he may have 

underestimated the impact he has had on the network. His 

initial plan in 1981 was to program quality shows that 

appealed to younger, educated viewers. Once the audience 

became locked-in to watching the network, his belief that 

"quality would attract viewers" was verified as NBC became 
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number one. From that point, the public became used to 

watching the network and expecting classy entertainment. It 

is true overall network viewership is down, but as stated 

earlier, this is mostly due to the emergence of upstart 

broadcast and cable networks than to dissatisfaction with 

programming. So while the expectations of quality and 

thought-provoking programs may have diminished, the 

expectations of entertainment have not. The public 

obviously presumes NBC will provide them with entertaining 

shows and specials, and this presumption is, above all else, 

the number one reason it is the number one network. 
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